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Greetings people and welcome to Shearing magazine No. 
105. With 60 pages, this is the largest edition in our 37-
year history. That’s fifty percent bigger than the printed 
editions and best illustrates one obvious advantage of our 
having gone exclusively ‘digital’.

Our Contents are perhaps dominated by seven tribute 
stories for industry people who have died over the past few 
months, notable among them 95-year-old Ian Hutchings, a 
contractor long associated with the Morrinsville and wider 
Waikato region. It is our privilege to publish their stories 
and to record the exploits and contributions to our industry 
for which they are best remembered.

Several other stories have historical themes. We are 
delighted to finally publish a story about Harry Hughes, 
who has been on our ‘radar’ for 20 years or more. Also the 
legendary Bill Vella, a world record holder and contractor 
in the 1930s, while we bring to light the shearing exploits 
of a fighter pilot and prisoner-of-war from the WWII era.

For those hoping to go shearing in the United Kingdom in 
the off-season, we have some information and instructions 
from the National Association of Agricultural Contractors 
(NAAC) at page 35. Read carefully.

Meantime, here’s to a mild New Zealand winter, to the 
continued absence of Covid-19 in our communities and, 
with luck, we’ll do it all again in August.

 
Ka kite ano
Des Williams (editor)

Photo Credits:
Barbara Newton cover, p12; Bernie Walker collection p8, 14, 
15, 46; Campaign for Wool p20, 21; Dallas Mihaere p4; David 
Lawrence p53; Elite WIT p13, 30; Eric Solomon p17; Gabriela 
Schmidt-Morrell p26; Ian Hutchings Jnr p34, 35; Larraine 
Brough collection p5; Len Holland p22, 23; Nigel Beckford p11 
(Luke); NZ Rural Sports p47; Phil Oldfield p30; Roger Leslie 
p29; Sarfraz Hapuku p56, 57; Stephen Hughes p6 inset; Tom 
Harding p52. All others LSP Ltd/Shearing magazine. 

New Zealand Shearing Contractors’ Assn.
AGM and Conference

5-6 May 2021, Novotel New Plymouth
Further information from: contactus@nzshearing.co.nz

mailto:shearingmag@xtra.co.nz
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Wool Clip Grading Course
The second session of the new Wool Clip Grading course 
was successfully run at Middlemarch in March this year, 
attended by a full class of 15 experienced woolhandlers. 

This is a new short wool course – with learning-at-home 
content sent out two weeks prior to the two day practical 
block course – at which proficient woolhandlers can gain 10 
NZQA credits and the opportunity to apply for their Q stencil 
registration with the New Zealand Woolclassers Association.

The NZQA credits can be transferred to the New Zealand 
Certificate in Wool Technology and Woolclassing at the 
Southern Institute of Technology, should the participant 
decide to further their wool education.

The Wool Clip Grading Course is a new initiative from 
NZWCA, backed by Southern Institute of Technology, 
Telford and the New Zealand Shearing Contractors 
Association. This course provides the New Zealand wool 
industry with people who have the skills and knowledge 
to grade wool across the table and board, co-ordinate the 
quality of team output and complete documentation in a 
wool harvesting operation.

It is planned to hold these courses in both the North and 
South Islands. Co-ordinators Richard Gavigan and Bruce 
Abbott are keen to hear from any shearing contractors or 
groups who are supportive and interested in hosting a two-
day block course in their area. A small number of sheep and 
a woolshed would be needed. Contact: 
Bruce Abbott
Mobile 027 2280 868
Email pbabbott@xtra.co.nz 

Richard Gavigan
06 376 6599 (Home)
Mobile: 027 376 0005
Email: gavigan@xtra.co.nz

Industry Day at Tinwald
All New Zealand Woolclassers’ Association members and 
interested people are invited to attend our annual pre-season 
Industry Day and Annual General Meeting, which is to be 
held on 13 May 2021 at the Tinwald Hall, 10 Graham St, 
Ashburton.

We have arranged a tour through the New Zealand Sock 
Company Factory in Ashburton on the day. This company 
is recognised internationally as an innovative provider of 
socks, with a passion for wool. The Sparrow family have 
owned the business since 1980 and their connection with it 
spans three generations. A member of the Sparrow family 
will speak to us before the factory tour in the early afternoon. 

At the time of writing we are still finalising the whole 
day’s programme, but included will be important pre-season 
classing and clip preparation information presented from 
brokers; an update from the Strong Wool Action Group 
(SWAG), presentation of woolclassing merit awards from 
the 2020 season, and we will have the usual wool exercises 
with trophies for the best guessers! Our AGM will be the 
final item on the day’s programme.

Lunch is included on the day which will begin at 8am. 
Attendance is free to current NZWCA members and $25 to 
non-members. Pre-registration is essential, to do so please 
email your name, contact phone number and (if available) 
your classer registration number to Annette Gamble, 
secretary@woolclassers.org.nz 

For more information contact NZWCA Registrar Marg 
Forde reg@woolclassers.org.nz 

Wool Technology and Classing
There has been strong interest for 2021 in the Certificate 
of Wool Technology and Woolclassing course through the 
Southern Institute of Technology (SIT) in Invercargill. 39 
students began the course in February and there are enough 
students for another intake in July.

Congratulations to all the 2020 graduates, we look forward 
to seeing you out there in our industry – in the wool sheds/
stores/scours/factories/auction rooms/brokers – putting into 
practise all you have learned, contributing to ensuring the 
highest possible quality standards for NZ wool.

Graduate award winners for 2020 were: Top Overall 
Student, Ingrid Neera (trophy donated by NZWCA); Highest 
Practical Marks, Toby Single (trophy donated by NZ Wool 
Scours); Highest Theory Marks, Abby Kell (trophy donated 
by NZ Wool Scours).

Above: Alexandra contractor Peter Lyon testing his skill at 
the wool clip grading course, held at Middlemarch last month.
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Harry Hughes ‘still out there’
By Des Williams
If you find yourself in a group of ‘senior citizens’ discussing 
the good old days of New Zealand shearing in the 1950s and 
1960s – both in the sheds and on the competition boards – a few 
legendary names may be recalled in conversation. Consider 
Manu Rangiawha, Joe Ferguson, the Nesdales, Mate Simon, 
Colin Chamberlin, Mac Potae – and Harry Hughes. The last 
named then might prompt the question – ‘Yes, now whatever 
happened to Harry Hughes?’ 

We know Harry was at Ongerup, Western Australia in 1992 
because his photo appeared in this magazine, lined up in an 
Allan Faulkner gang that included two other New Zealanders, 
Fred Bayer from the Hauraki Plains and Sonny Crawford 
from Te Kaha.

Then, in 1998 we published a story by Tony Mathews – a 
tribute piece recalling days on tough merinos in a Central 
Otago shed where everybody struggled to get the wool off in 
respectable fashion. Except Harry, who had put on new combs 
and kept above the wrinkle, turning out sheep after sheep 
looking like they’d been well shorn with blades.

The memoir concluded with Tony Mathews ‘hoping that 
Harry is still out there somewhere. He travelled widely 
throughout Antipodea, never staying long in one place as far 
as I could tell, yet always in demand.

‘I’m sure hundreds of readers will have met up with Harry 
over the years and, like me, worked with him awhile, and 
never forgotten him. He was the greatest. At least the greatest 
I ever worked with.’

Well, it has taken many years to confirm Tony Mathews’ 
hope that Harry is indeed, still out there! Still out there in 
Western Australia, actually, at Manjimup, a couple of hundred 
kilometres south-east of Perth. He went across the Tasman in 
1967 and did a season, came back to New Zealand and then 
made the move a permanent one the following year. After 53 
years, he has no plans to return to New Zealand but is happy 
to talk on the one ‘no bullshit printed’ condition.

Harry was born at Kawhia on 1 March 1939 to parents John 
Bicknell Hughes (1881-1957) and Kawe Hemotitiha Uerata 
Hughes (1906-1992) and grew up on the family dairy farm at 
Okupata Road, Oparau, a few miles inland from Kawhia. He 
was the youngest of five children in the family, following John 
(‘Jack’), Ann, Mary and Mabel. Mary (84) is the only other 
sibling still alive, at Tokoroa.

Harry was an 11-year-old pupil at Oparau School when he 
started working in the sheds, helping out on neighbouring 
properties wherever and whenever he could. 

‘Local farmers would get me in to lend them a hand after 
school, roustabouting and that sort of thing. There were several 
‘rehab’ farmers in the area, young blokes who had come back 
from World War II and been settled on new properties offered 
for selection by the government. Ted Ferguson was one that I 
remember, always very helpful and giving me opportunities 
to learn to shear. I’d often take the stand for the last hour 
or so each day while he went away to muster a mob for the 
following day.

At 14, and with his 15th birthday coming up in March, Harry 
didn’t see much point in going back to school at Oparau for four  
weeks and so he left at the end of the year and started work 
full time. (Stole a few hours on the sun, as that great Canadian 

rocker Neil Young puts it in one of his songs.) After staying 
local around the Waikato for several years he ventured further 
afield, working where he could, moving between contractors 
like Mate Simon at Aria and Murray McSkimming and Ray 
Howes in the south. 

‘Mate Simon would also take a team down south to work so 
I was soon moving between North and South Island several 
times a year. From about the age of 18 I also started going 
to competitions. I think my first win was in a clean shear 
event at Otorohanga. Prizes and prize money back then was 
generally sponsorship from the stock firms so you might win 
a handpiece or other gear and that made me keener to become 
a good shearer.’ 

‘I also remember winning at the Waikato Show at Hamilton 
one year when Joe Te Kapa got disqualified from first place 
and I was promoted from second. That final was actually 
transferred to the Ruakura Research Centre because it was too 
wet at the usual showgrounds venue [Claudelands].’

Above: Harry Hughes at the South Island championships, 
Gore, 1967, an event won by Brian Quinn with Ian Rutherford 
and Tom Brough second and third, respectively.
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Above: Harry Hughes pictured 25 years later, in a shed at 
Ongerup in 1992. Inset: A more recent image!

The shows were also bringing Harry into contact with other 
top guns from around the country – men that he didn’t get the 
opportunity to work with in the sheds. He teamed with Bing 
Macdonald to win the Maori-Pakeha event at the New Zealand 
mid-winter championship at Gisborne in June 1963, beating 
Manu Rangiawha and Colin Bosher in the process.

‘In 1964 I made another final at Hamilton – it was a big 
event called the Waikato Golden Fleece Wool Exhibition 
and the Rothmans sponsored National Shearing and Wool 
Handling Awards. 

‘I finished my sheep way ahead of everyone else, but 
Brian Waterson ended up winning. It was contested over 
two 20-sheep finals, held on consecutive nights.  I think the 
organisers had plans for their ‘Golden Fleece’ to rival the 
Golden Shears but it turned out to be a one-off thing. 

And a ‘one-off thing’ it was, incorporating a national 
championship and the New Zealand Maori open championship, 
held at Hamilton’s Bledisloe Hall from 18-21 March 1964. 
Harry made both finals, finishing fourth in the Maori event 
(won by Mac Potae) and just a point way second to Waterson 
in the main event.

Maori championship (15 sheep): Mac Potae 88.2 pts 
1; George Hawkins 87.64 2; Eddie Reidy 87.38 3; Harry 
Hughes 84.95 4; Manu Rangiawha 82.44 5.

National championship (2 x 20 sheep finals): Brian 
Waterson 160.76 1; Harry Hughes 159.75 2; Joe Ferguson 
159.39 3; Bing Macdonald 155.53 4; Allan Williamson 
155.41 5.

Harry recalls getting up on stage for the Maori championship 
final, only to find his comb had a chip out of it, which meant he 
had to shear very cautiously. But that wasn’t his only challenge. 

‘Looking back, I think I used to scare myself out of winning 
events like that because the very thought of having to ̀ make a 
speech in public used to terrify me. I’m not sure why that was 
because I could be full of talk at times when I wanted to be!’

Terrified or not, Harry says he attended Golden Shears every 
year from 1961 to 1968 and made the top 12 on each occasion, 
including 1968 when he finished fourth behind George Potae, 
Morrie Anderson and Ray Alabaster in the Open plate. The 
previous year he and Tom Brough had teamed up for third 
place in the Maori-Pakeha final. He also featured in several 
finals at Gore’s Southern Shears, as Brian Quinn remembers.

‘Yes, I remember shearing against Harry at Gore on several 
occasions. He was a very stylish shearer, nice hand, always 
relaxed and very fast. You never saw Harry get panicked in 
any situation. I also shore a lot with Harry in the sheds when 
he was down working for Murray McSkimming. 

‘I remember working with Harry and Denis Carlyle at a 
three-stand shed where the three of us got through 15,000 ewes 
between us and we were really looking forward to starting 
on the lambs the following day, because we didn’t get many 
opportunities like that. 

‘Then that night Murray arrived, picked up Harry and myself 
and took us to Burwood and left two other blokes with Denis to 
shear the lambs. Harry was always happy to take the number 
one stand at Burwood. Nobody else wanted that stand because 
the pen was much larger and you had to chase the last few 
around to catch them. Fleeces could also get piled up there if 
it was really busy. I remember Harry saying once it was just 
as well he was Maori, otherwise they might never find him 
among all the wool!’

Harry moved to Western Australia in 1968 and has remained 
there ever since. For the first 15 years he worked in ‘Union 
teams’, shearing with straight narrow gear and ‘that took some 
doing,’ he recalls. But he also mastered a bag of shearing tricks 
and thinks he might be just about the only shearer who was 
able to shear blind-folded, left and right hand, one hand in his 
pocket with both wide and narrow gear!

Harry has enjoyed his life in the West and though retired 
from the handpiece himself, still takes an interest in the 
industry. He notes the ever-increasing tallies being produced 
by men and women (though the news of Megan Whitehead’s 
recent record hadn’t filtered through to him at Manjimup, 
where he lives). He recalls with a chuckle the daughter of a 
man from Piopio that he used to play rugby with. [Christine 
Brown/Newton.] ‘She came across to Western Australia and 
was producing tallies that had many of the young blokes too 
scared to shear with her for fear of getting beaten. I was getting 
a bit old for it myself by then, so it didn’t worry me at all, but 
it was very interesting to see their reactions.’

Having just turned 82, Harry says it’s ‘got him beat’ how he 
has lived to be that age. ‘I always thought I’d be dead by the 
time I was 40 and here I am, having more than doubled that. 
I’m not as mobile as I used to be at getting around, but I can’t 
complain about that.’

Harry has one son, Stephen, aged 48 from his marriage to 
Marita, who died in February 1987. Stephen is involved in a 
farming enterprise at Boyup Brook. 

Tom Brough describes the Harry he knew and worked 
with as ‘A magnificent shearer.’ Brian Quinn says he was ‘A 
terrific stylist and a pleasure to work with.’ Harry was one of 
the original 28 ‘Master Shearers’ announced at Golden Shears 
in 1975. And back to Tony Mathews? Well, as far as he’s 
concerned, Harry Hughes was just the greatest. No bullshit.
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By Bernie Walker
John Desmond de Belle was born in Bathurst NSW in June 
1929.  He had three brothers and three sisters.  They lived in 
the Lithgow area during Des’ school years.  Charles, his father, 
taught Des to shear at an early age and he used this skill to 
travel the world shearing.  As a result Des visited places few 
others would be able to, then or even today.

Des worked the overnight shift at the International Telephone 
Exchanges in Canberra and Sydney whilst also working a 
day shift at the Australian Glass Works in Sydney. He and a 
mate then travelled to Europe and saw much of the continent 
including the Coronation of Queen Elizabeth II. He also 
attended the Helsinki, Melbourne and Rome Olympic Games.

Between 1961 and 1967 Des was shearing mostly in the south 
and west of England. The most memorable part of his time in 
England was hitch-hiking from London to Cape Town because 
it was such a cold winter in England. When he returned to 
England, he developed a passion for theatre in London as well 
as making several trips back to Australia and others to Russia 
and Siberia, Brazil, Uruguay and Argentina.

In 1969 Des married his first wife Thelma in Sydney 
before they moved to Perth in Western Australia for a year.  
They then headed to Canada where Des was shearing and 
contracting based in Calgary, Alberta. He developed many 
great friendships in the mid-west of Canada and the north-west 
of the United States including time in Alaska and out along 
the Aleutian chain. In 1972 his son Charlie arrived, but sadly 
Thelma passed away.

Des had known his second wife Dorothy from their 
schooldays and when they met again in the 1970’s they 
married and continued to live in Canada before returning to 
Australia late in 1975. Des worked for the Royal Agricultural 
Society at the Sydney Agrodome and demonstrated shearing 
at the Royal Easter Show for around 25 years. He was always 
in demand on Australia Day at the Powerhouse Museum, 
Sydney Town Hall, Opera House, Fort Denison and the 
Sydney international hotels. He would delight the Japanese 
tourists with a commentary in fluent Japanese.  In 1988 he 
was invited to represent Australia at the Canadian National 
Exhibition in Toronto when Australia was the feature nation. 
In 1991 Des and Dorothy did a spice tour of India. At this time 
Des’ daytime job was with Makita Power Tools prior to his 
retirement and relocation to Canberra. In retirement, Des and 
Dorothy travelled extensively around Australia in their own 
campervan as ‘grey nomads’ and also to England.

After Dorothy died in 2009, Des maintained and expanded 
his interest in all things shearing. One job was to classify 
and identify glass plate negatives at the National Library of 
Australia. Drawing on his familiarity with shearing and wool 
classing he easily identified the wool bale brands from which 
he could tell the station where they had been taken. He would 
often visit the nearest of them and meet the current owner.

Des acquired an extensive collection of shearing 
memorabilia, including some pneumatic handpieces which 
he restored to working order. He became a regular visitor 
to the National Library and the Patent Office which enabled 

him to piece together the history of the many handpieces he 
collected. Because of his great knowledge of the industry, I 
often asked Des for information during research of a story.  
He loved the excuse to visit the girls at the National Library 
and I always reminded him not to forget the chocolates or a 
bunch of flowers for them.

Still very much the traveller, he and his sister Joyce 
travelled to Europe in 2011 for a leisurely tour by ship. In 
2012, three generations of de Belles, Des, his son Charlie 
and grandson Matthew visited many of Des’ old stomping 
grounds by campervan through Calgary, Edmonton, the 
Athabasca Glacier, Dawson Creek and into the United States 
to Yellowstone, Grand Canyon and many other memorable 
locations. Back in Australia, Des decided to visit Vietnam 
and Cambodia in 2017, aged 88, to see one place he had not 
been – Angkor Wat.

During May 2019 he became unwell and it was decided 
he should move into an aged care home in Padstow, which 
allowed family in Sydney to visit more often. Des left us on 
the day of the conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn, thought by 
many to be the Star of Bethlehem. Des himself was, for all to 
see, a shining light of the shearing industry.

Des de Belle tribute

Above: Des de Belle, shearing industry researcher.
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MID/SOUTH CANTERBURY

Requires quality shearers and 
woolhandlers for permanent 
or seasonal work. Good rates 

offered, must be drug free.

Phone Tony 027 693 3010
Follow Shearingmag 

on Facebook

STAY
      WEIRD

Don’t Blow Your Wrist
With main shear looming, now’s the 
time to prepare the body for those big 
tallies. Blown wrists are really common 
among shearers who hit the board hard 
after a bit of a break. Just like the All 
Blacks wouldn’t play a test without a 
pre-season or any warm-up, you need 
to make sure you’re in good nick before 
you pick up the handpiece. You can 
learn simple warm-up routines that help 
prevent blown wrists at 
www.tahingatahi.co.nz. 

Learn Your Warm-Ups 
Every year over 9,000 days are lost to 
injury in the wool sector. That’s a lot of 
pain for no gain. Tahi Ngātahi’s videos 
are designed to help everyone raise their 
game in the shed. You can learn short 
warm-up routines that help prevent 
back strains at www.tahingatahi.co.nz. 
A few extra minutes of simple stretches 
a day could save your back and boost 
your wallet. 

Visit www.tahingatahi.co.nz and sign up to show your support for this 
great industry.

For business support to make the best use of the programme, please 
contact Bronwyn Campbell at support@tahingatahi.co.nz or 0272436979 

HELP US 
ALL RAISE 
OUR GAME 
IN THE 
WOOLSHED
Tahi Ngātahi is an online platform 
that uses video clips to pass on skills 
and safety tips to farmers, shearing 
contractors and shearers.
Our aim is to:
• reduce common injuries by 

30% and prolong careers 
• build a stronger, more skilled 

workforce 

• make shearing more attractive to 
new entrants.

Tahi Ngātahi’s part of wider efforts 
to revitalise the wool industry 
and will be integrated into the 
government’s new $1.86m on-job 
training initiative Kaiaka Wool 
Industry Training NZ.

OFFICIAL PARTNERS  
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Tahi Ngātahi and 
Farmstrong Join Forces 
For Shearing Champs

Tahi Ngātahi is partnering with nation-
wide, rural wellbeing programme 
Farmstrong at events on the shearing 
calendar beginning with the NZ 
Shearing Championships in Te Kuiti.

Farmstrong aims to help the rural 
community live well and farm well. 
More than 18,000 Kiwi farmers and their 
families were involved in Farmstrong 
last year. 

Farmstrong promotes the 5 Ways To 
Wellbeing. International research has 
shown people who thrive have these 
simple habits in common:
•  Staying connected with mates 
•  Keeping active 
•  Taking note of and enjoying the simple  
things in life 
•  Learning new things to keep fresh
•  Giving back to friends and community.

Far mst rong Ambassador Sam 
Whitelock comes from a farming 
background and intends to head back 
into the industry when he hangs up 
his boots. He’s a big fan of the 5 Ways: 
‘These five habits help keep life in 
perspective when the going gets tough. 
That’s why I’ve made them part of my 
life, because whether you’re a rugby 
player or a farmer there are always going 
to be things that you can’t control.  In 
rugby it might be the ref, in farming it’s 
the weather and prices.

‘I’ve found the 5 Ways can make a big 
difference to your wellbeing. They have 
a positive, cumulative effect over time 
and make you much more resilient. This 
gives you something to draw on when 
you are under pressure. It also makes 
you healthier and more productive 
whether you’re a farmer or shearing in 
the woolshed.’

Farmstrong project lead Gerard 
Vaughan says: ‘Farmstrong helps 
farmers cope with the ups and downs 
of farming by sharing things they can 
do to look after themselves and their 
teams. Encouraging farmers to get off 
the farm and socialise at events like these 
is one of the best ways we can do that. 
Our message to farmers is grab your 
mates and neighbours and get along and 
recharge your batteries for a few hours.’

As part of the event Farmstrong is 
organising snack packs for all of the 
shearers when they register. There will 
also be Farmstrong educational material 
and a representative there to pass on tips 
and advice farmers have shared about 
staying well. 

Last year Farmstrong also staged a 
series of community shows in rural 
community halls. The crew at Moore 
Shearing in Seddon were among those 
who attended a show at Awatere. The 
Moores have been in the shearing 
industry for 16 years and have run a 
contracting business based in Seddon 
for the last five.

Te Moore says her team are right 
behind Farmstrong. ‘It’s definitely 
raised awareness amongst the farmers 
and shearers we work with about the 
importance of looking after yourself. 
We’ve noticed people are a lot more 
open to discussing the pressures they’re 
facing or listening to others who might 
be under the pump. 

‘We’ve worked in the shearing 
industry for a long time and we know 
how hard it can be. The friendships and 
connections you build are a big part of 
dealing with those challenges.’ 

Sam Whitelock, Farmstrong Ambassador

Training Boost for 
Shearers  and Wool- 

handlers
A new, $1.8 million pilot training prog-
ramme for shearers and wool handlers 
has been launched by training provider 
WOMOlife.  

Last year the New Zealand Shearing 
Contractors’ Association established 
a new training arm – Kaiaka Wool 
Industry Training NZ – to upskill 120 
existing shearers, and provide a training 
pathway for 150 new shearers. 

Declining sheep numbers and Covid 
border restrictions have combined to 
create a serious shortage of shearers. 
In fact, ACC has warned that a lack of 
qualified sheep shearers could lead to 
more injuries during Main Shear. 

Multi-format t raining provider 
WOMOLife won the tender to roll out the 
training. Its courses will provide training 
in movement techniques designed to 
reduce the risk of injury while increasing 
performance and productivity. 

To achieve this WOMOlife has created 
an extensive library of online video 
content which will be supported by 
practical, hands-on training days in the 
wool shed with accredited WOMOlife 
trainers. 

Head trainer Carmen Smith brings 
over 25 years of knowledge and expertise 
to the programme, and along with her 
partner Gavin, runs a 340-hectare sheep 
and beef farm in Waipukurau. Having 
started her working life as a shepherd, 
Carmen moved into the wool sheds 
and has never looked back. She is a 
shearer, wool handler and presser, and 
has worked in sheds all over the world. 
She loves to compete and has trophies 
to show for it.

Another award winner, world record 
holder Justin Bell, has over 28 years of 
expertise in the shearing industry and 
is looking forward to being a trainer. 
He has competed in shows but enjoys 
endurance shearing more and knows 
what it takes to shear for hours on end, 
day in and day out, and is keen to pass 
on his knowledge and expertise to 
those starting out and younger shearers 
wanting to upskill. Justin, whose family 
farm is at Weber near Dannevirke, has 
set three world records and currently still 
holds the two-stand, eight-hour strong 
wool lamb record!

Other trainers include Dino Smith, 
Mouse O’Neill, Stu Munro, Sarah 
Higgins, Leonora Smith and Sheree 
Alabaster, with support from assistants 
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Luke Paulsen, Clara Taingahue and 
Luke Mullins (pictured opposite during 
his 2017 eight-hour, three-stand world 
record of 1661 at Waitara Station with 
James Mack and Eru Weeds, of which 
Luke contributed 554).

Kaiaka board chairperson Dr Gabrielle 
Wall says WOMOLife is a part of wider 
efforts to revitalise the wool industry 
and make training accessible to a 
highly mobile, geographically isolated 
workforce. ‘High-quality training is 
urgently needed to bring new people into 
the wool harvesting industry, as well as 
supporting those already in the industry 
to build on their skills.

‘WOMOLife’s innovation is blending a 
traditional hands-on training model with 
an online platform. We also know there’s 
no substitute for having experienced 
trainers working with trainees in the 
wool shed. With this approach, trainees 
will have the best of both worlds by 
combining hands-on training with 
access to online resources 24-7.’

New Zealand Shearing Contractors’ 
Association chief executive Phil Holden 
adds: ‘It takes two years to become 
a trained shearer, so we can’t just 
fill in the current labour shortages 
overnight. That’s why Tahi Ngātahi and 
WOMOLife are more important than 
ever. We need the shearers we’ve got to 
stay fit and well and we need to attract 
and train new entrants.

‘This is great news for the industry – a 
21st century solution to the challenges 
that have led to the current shortage of 
shearers.’

Every year New Zealand Shearing Contractors Association 
members shear 70% of the nation’s flock, employing 3,200 
workers. We give them tools that strengthen their business 
and streamline their paperwork.
Employment — industry-approved employment contract; 
recommended pay rates, Employers & Manufacturers Assoc. 
(EMA) membership; work visa application support.
Insurance — AON coverage included in NZSCA membership 
fee. Covers Public Liability, Employers & Statutory Liability, 
Punitive & Exemplary, Directors & Officers. 
Health and safety — workbook compliant with the Health 
& Safety at Work Act 2015. Access to Tahi Ngātahi online 
learning platform.

Join NZSCA

President: Mark Barrowcliffe 027 554 4433
Executive Officer: Phil Holden 027 467 1670
Secretary: Suzanne Kennedy 027 551 1500

E: contactus@nzshearing.co.nz

Find out more: www.nzshearing.co.nz

Strengthen Your Business 

Above: Colin ‘Mouse’ O’Neill of 
Alexandra, will be part of the WOMOLife 
shearer training team.
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By Jill Angus Burney
There’s no doubt Megan Whitehead, at aged 24 is a sheep 
shearing power still in development. Sitting on 47 seconds a 
lamb over the first run, she started out her gruelling nine-hour 
day shearing on 14 January 2021 at a 690 pace. With 153 out 
the porthole by breakfast, it was possible that Whitehead would 
open up a large gap over her target of 648 lambs in nine hours, 
the world strongwool lamb record shorn by Emily Welch at 
Waikaretu in December 2007. 

A capacity crowd at the Grant Brothers woolshed, 
‘Craigellachie’ on the Croydon Hills less than five kilometres 
from Gore, watched Whitehead belt the lambs out of the 
woolshed all day.  

At the morning smoko break she was 16 up on Welch’s 
tally, with another 132 out the porthole. The heat and size of 
the lambs took its toll, with the average dropping back to 49 
seconds per lamb before lunch for another 126, then 125 for 
each of the afternoon runs. 

It’s a detail that stands Whitehead out among recent 
women’s records. It’s only the third record in thirty years to 
break another record, following Canadian, Pauline Bolay in 
December 2019 cracking by three lambs in the last five minutes 
to overtake Lake Taupo’s Kerri-Jo Te Huia’s eight-hour lamb 
record of 507 in 2012, which in turn broke Ingrid Smith’s solo 
credited 470 from her 2009 two-stand lamb record with her 
mother, Marg Baynes on 30 January 2009.

Another difference is that Whitehouse has a team record in 
her repertoire of tricks, unlike all but the Baynes, who have 
otherwise all shorn solo. While Te Huia has since lost that solo 
lamb record to her Canadian victor, her nine-hour 452 world 
ewe record at Otapawa Station near Eketahuna exactly three 
years earlier on 14 January 2018 remains uncontested.  And 
she would be the first to say, holding two world records at the 
same time is no easy feat.  

Like many of her outstanding male contemporaries, who 
deliberately shear in a team record for experience, Whitehead 
and her team of volunteers, led by her father, Quentin, took a 
team’s wealth of learnings to best effect.  

From before the March 2020 Covid lockdown, Quentin 
Whitehead had overseen the breeding programme of 
Snowline rams over the Grant’s Wairere-bred Romney ewes.  
Simultaneously, Megan had started an intensive training 
and nutrition programme, tapping equally into the two best 
recognised performance coaches, the Brisbane-based New 
Zealander, Dylan Fowler, and United Kingdom-based high 
performance athlete and trainer, Matt Luxton.

Some months earlier, the Whiteheads appointed the 
Southland-based event manager, Jude McCabe of the 
Invercargill 2017 world shearing championships to prepare 
Whitehead’s solo record attempt.  McCabe brought a carefully 
choreographed presentation of each phase of the shearing 
day. Media was present from just before breakfast, for a live 
cross at 7am to the TV1 Breakfast show, notwithstanding the 
remarkable technology of live judge’s teleconferences. 

These crosses to Tocumwal in New South Wales, Australia 
to meet the rules for the external non-New Zealand judge 
to access a pen of lambs each 30 minutes all day was a 
remarkable and difficult feat. Bringing in the video link for the 
external judge was reportedly a highly expensive solution, but 

innovative, and one that allowed the World Record Committee 
to approve this record attempt to proceed. 

Astonishingly, Whitehead is the first woman to shear not just 
one 600 in her career.  She became the first woman shearer to 
do over 600 in eight hours (601), in a training day in Taranaki 
in mid-December 2019. Not content with her second 600+ as 
the ringer smashing out 607 in the four-stand record at Waihi 
Pukawa woolshed a year ago, but calmly lifting her best by 
54 to exceed Welch’s record by 13 at the end of this attempt; 
her record being recorded as a total of 661 lambs (three not 
allowed). Three tallies of over 600 in fourteen months is her 
exceptionalism. 

And many would have no doubt, had she had been onboard 
in the three-stand woolshed at Puketiti, Piopio on 23 December 
2019, on milk lambs of the highest quality – who knows, but 
the sky’s the limit in a woolshed full of exceptional shearers.

The 700 ceiling awaits her maturity as a shearer. And most 
of all, her supporters, recognising her unique skill, physiology 
and ambition, liken her potential to the young Olympic 
canoeist, Lisa Carrington. High praise indeed.

* * * * * *

Megan Whitehead – full capacity?

Above: Every blow followed and counted.
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Older than Waipukurau!
Sorry Waipukurau, your claims to maybe holding the first 
(and therefore oldest) shearing competition in New Zealand 
on 21 January 1868 [story published in Shearing magazine 
November 2016] have been challenged by a little place near 
Auckland, named Otahuhu. 

An advertisement in The New Zealander newspaper dated 
27 November 1858 gave notice of a ‘Shearing match’ to be 
held at Otahuhu. The match “will take place at the Cattle 
Show, on Thursday, the 2nd of December, at 1 o’clock. 
Shearers intending to compete for prizes, must give in their 
names to the Secretary (Geo. Fisk) at Otahuhu, before 12 
o’clock, on the day of the Show.”

It was not unusal back then for events to be widely 
‘previewed’ by way of advertising, not quite so usual for 
results to receive equal attention. Such a search on this 
occasion has drawn a blank. 

One may assume the ‘Shearing match’ did take place as 
advertised, for a similar event was advertised two years later, 
for 10 October 1860, with men’s and boy’s (under 18) classes 
offering prizes of three pounds and two pounds respectively, 
with second and thrid placings also to receive some money. 
The event was to be followed by a public dinner at Rogers’s 
Hotel at 4 o’clock.

Then, again thanks to the informative pages of The New 
Zealander, we learn of a competiton held by the Papakura 
Agricultural Association in November 1862 – the sheep 
shearing first prize was won by Hunua Karaka, with second 
prize going to ‘Mr Winstone’. No details, no known rules, 
no photos or points, nothing else – but a contest, sure enough 
with first and second place-getters.

And rugby? Well, rugby was still eight years away from 
taking its first deep breath in New Zealand. 

(Des Williams)

Above: Elite Wool Industry Training 
Beginners Shearing Course held at 
Lumsden, February 2021, back left: 
Connor Bennie, Joshua Hart, Hone 
Adams, Shaun Langford, Brook Todd 
(trainer), Gavin Rowland (trainer), 
Bradley Kirk, Hamish Sinclair, Mark 
Perkin, Toni McKenzie, Ben Ridder, 
Kyran Outen, Norm Harraway (trainer).
Front Row; Quinn Rata, Miriama 
Thompson, Holly Landreth, Ema Heke, 
Jess Barbeler, Paula Leggett, Lola 
Hutchinson, Brooke King. Opposite: 
participants in a Beginner’s Course 
at  Taratahi Agricultural Training 
Centre, January 2021. Back left: Noel 
Handley (trainer), Billy Dalziell, Liam 
Quirke, Benazzi Ward, Sam Loder, 
Charlie Heard, Paerata Abraham 
(trainer). Front left: Russell Kyle, John 
McKenzie, Sam Mathewson, Michael 
Buick, Will Billing, Callum Griffith.
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By Bernie Walker
I first met Brian Joseph (BJ/Barney) Morrison in 1951 when 
we shared a desk at St John’s School in Euroa.  He was born 
in 1938 at Euroa and grew up in Longwood where his father 
John was the Railway Stationmaster.  Brian had four brothers 
and four sisters.  In 1952 he went to Rupertswood College at 
Sunbury where he shore his first sheep.

By 1954, Brian was working around the Longwood district 
for 10 shillings ($1) a day.  During this time he developed a 
great love and respect for the humble sheep which was to last 
all his life.  He also learnt to play Australian Rules football 
well enough to play a season with the Richmond VFL Club, a 
career he gave up in 1961 when he married Judith Blake from 
Violet Town and they took a caravan to Longreach in Central 
Queensland where they worked for Grazcos for three years.  
It is claimed that, with other industry friends, Brian and his 
wife Judy pioneered the use of caravans among the itinerant 
shearing community.

Each year he returned to Longwood for the local shearing 
season and in 1963 he established his contract shearing 
business. Initially it consisted of Brian and three of his 
Queensland mates with Judy doing the paperwork and cooking.  
Within five years he was employing 45 men in five teams.  
During this period Brian’s reputation as a champion shearer 
was firmly established when he won the Australian Open 
Shearing Championship in 1967 and 1968.  He also won the 
Australian Strongwool title in 1967.

He spent time shearing in New Zealand in 1969 and competed 
at the Golden Shears against Kiwi champion Brian Quinn.  
He made several trips to New Zealand demonstrating Tally-
Hi mainly in the South Island and in 1973 toured with John 
Hutchinson. In 1963 he achieved his ambition to own a farm 
when Brian and Judy bought 424 acre ‘Boongala’ at Avenel. 
Later they also bought land closer to Euroa at Creighton.

The very distinctive shearing style which Brian had 
developed appeared relaxed and effortless but his tallies 
were always exceptional. As a result he was recruited by the 

Australian Wool Board (AWB) to work with Kevin Sarre and 
the other Tally-Hi instructors, which in turn led to him being 
sent to India by the Department of Foreign Affairs for seven 
seasons to instruct Indian shearers in Australian methods, 
mainly in Rajasthan Province.  He also represented Australia 
at Expo 70 in Osaka, Japan with John Hutchinson from South 
Australia.  

Brian Morrison tribute

All year round work available for 
experienced and reliable staff on 
our local and stay out runs. Fine 
wool shedhands required from 
start August until end October.

Quality accommodation available. 
Friendly and safe working 

environments. 

For enquiries call Joel on 
0274 075 531

fostershearing@xtra.co.nz

Brian Morrison shearing his world record in 1972.
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‘Now the weather had been sultry for a fortnight’s time or more
And the shearers had been driving might and main,
And some had got the century as ne’er had done before
But now all hands are wishing for the rain.
Well a few had taken quarters and were coiled up in their bunk
When we shore the six-tooth wethers from the plain
And if the sheep get harder then a few more men will flunk
Unless we have another fall of rain
For the boss is getting rusty, and the ringer’s caving in
His bandaged wrist is aching with the pain
And the second man I fear, will make it hot for him
Unless we have another fall of rain ...’
(From Another Fall of Rain, by John Neilson)
Bernie Walker photo collection.

After he returned, he persuaded the Euroa A & P Society 
to build a shearing pavilion for the annual Show which, with 
the support of the Apex Club, became the biggest one day 
competition in Australia, attracting up to 160 competitors in 
four classes.  This then led to the Forlonge Invitation in 1973, 
the first open time event held in Australia, which created 
tremendous interest and was followed in 1974 by Golden 
Shears Australia.  Brian played a significant role in all these 
developments and became an outstanding commentator of 
shearing competitions, particularly at Golden Shears and 
Diamond Shears.  

Also in 1972 Brian again demonstrated his faith in sheep 
which were then selling for 50 cents per head.  He bought 
3200 ewes and employed a drover to ‘take ‘em walkabout’.  
Wool prices recovered and the first lot of lambs sold for $25.  
The Stribling family allowed him to use their ‘Drysdale 
Estate’ 20 stand shed to shear the mob.  Always thinking 
‘outside the square’, Brian took the opportunity to organise 
a shearing school for his shearers with close friend Fred 
Jarvis, Victorian AWB shearing instructor.  Prior to this in 
February Brian claimed a World 8 hour record for shearing 
410 merino weaners in the Euroa RSL Hall.  The following 
year he shore his mob in our shed at ‘Springbank’.

In association with the contracting business Brian and 
Judy opened ‘The Wool Bin’, a shearing supplies business in 
Euroa in 1973 which developed into ‘Morrisons of Euroa’, a 
high quality country style clothing business. This company 
was selected to outfit the Australian Winter Olympic Team 
to Lake Placid in New York State, USA, in 1980.  

They also provided the wardrobe for the cast of ‘The 
Man from Snowy River’ movie.  Brian did many shearing 
demonstrations and once shore a sheep while the legendary 
Slim Dusty sang ‘Click go the Shears’ for 3200 delegates to 
a Rotary International conference in Sydney.  He also shore 
one while Dennis Gibbons sang the same song at the opening 
of Seven Creeks Run.

Brian had no horizons to his thinking and always had an 
idea floating around. One of these which he presented to me 
in 1975 was creating a National Sheep and Wool Centre at 
Euroa. I fully supported the idea as it fitted well with the 
Golden Shears and the Victorian Wool Producing Industry 
Training Committee of which I was a member. 

While on a sales trip through the Riverina Brian noticed 
the 36 stand ‘Wunnamurra’ woolshed near Jerilderie. This 
big shed was bought and moved to Euroa to create Seven 
Creeks Run which was opened in October 1982 by the Prime 
Minister Malcolm Fraser MHR for whom Brian contracted 
his shearing.

Brian was inducted into the Australian Shearers Hall of 
Fame at Shear Outback at Hay NSW in 2019.  By this time 
he was badly affected by supranuclear palsy from which he 
passed away on 23 December 2020 in Benalla, where he and 
Judy had retired. Brian and Judy reared four boys, but the 
eldest Andrew who manages National Grazing Services in 
Hay is the only one associated with shearing.

Brian Morrison made a huge impact on the shearing 
industry with his vision and courage which extended into 
his other business activities including ‘Morrisons of Euroa’.

* * * * * * 
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Shearer / Shedhand Reunion
There were plenty of shearing yarns spun when veteran  South 
Canterbury shearers and shedhands reunited at the Empire 
Hotel (the ‘Big E’) on Saturday 13 February 2021. The Empire 
has been a favourite watering hole for South Canterbury 
shearers and shedhands over the years and it hosted a sold-out 
reunion of shearers and shedhands organised by Eric Solomon, 
Alan Newton and Allan Scott. 

At a party, I’d run into an old mate Allan Newton – we hadn’t  
caught up for few years and he said to me, ‘Wouldn’t  it be a 
good idea to have a shearers’ reunion!’ Well, I was immediately 
on board with that idea. So, after a few phone calls back and 
forth between us, and Allan catching up with the Empire Hotel 
publicans, Ian and Kathy Gallon, we got things under way. 
We roped in Allan Scott, a former shearing contractor from 
Pleasant Point and started to get organised.

Between the three of us we had several meetings and decided 
we would sell tickets to cover all costs, which were food, 
courtesy vans, music, cost of the tickets, wrist bands, etc.  

We had a lot of old shearers and shedhands and we also had 
a place for those ‘gone but not forgotten’, which were photos 
of shearers and shedhands who had passed away.

We had Peter Lyon, a former Pleasant Point man, now a 
shearing contractor from Alexandra, Central Otago as our 
guest speaker, and through the night various yarns were spun, 
generating lots of laughter. We had close to 200 people at our 
reunion and we had courtesy vans to take people home or to 
their motels throughout the night.

We had a few bob left over after all expenses were paid and 
we donated all moneys to the South Caterbury Hospice. 

We had a few bales of wool scattered around the hotel with 
40 or so moccasins.  One bale of wool was at the front door 
on which they signed their name as they entered the room.

On Day Two we had a BBQ breakfast for anyone who arrived 
back and that turned out a good day as well.

So many shearers and shedhands caught up after being apart 
for so many years. The age group was generally 50 plus. Our 
old legend Snow Quinn rang me and apologised for not being 
able to attend because of prior commitments, but said he would 
have loved to be at the reunion.

We challenge everybody throughout New Zealand to do 
the same. If not, we will be doing it again in a couple of years 
time, and next time we will spread it out over a long weekend.

(Eric Solomon)

Gone but not forgotten (top left): Andrew Salt, Kapi Marshall, Jack Benson, Jock Heke, Sparky Heke, Doug Heke, Tony Etti, Bruce 
Hopa, Craig Fowler, Steve Ryan. Middle left: Willie Tito, Sparky Manson, Snow Manson, Honk Ponga, Tammy & Bev Thompson, Tom 
Thompson, George Rhind, Chris Millar, Ian Reiri, Colin Bosher. Front left: Clarrie Russell, Joe Duff, Fred Wybrow, Rick Pivac, Dave 
Klemit, Jo Te Kapa, Bill Ngaha, Ricky Smith, Bill Michelle, Mark Hough, Tai Hoera, Charlie Brophy. John Harvey Smith (bottom).

Top: Reunion organisers, Eric Solomon, Alan Newton, Allan 
Scott. Middle: signed bale. Above: Alan Newton and Peter 
O’Neill (General Manager, South Canterbury Hospice.)
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Kevin Gellatly awarded Wool Medal

Proud to support N.Z. Shearing Magazine

We require staff July-October and January-May
Accommodation, travel and meals provided

Good attitude towards work and our clients essential
Reliable work and weather patterns in Central Otago

Employment Agreement based on NZSCA
Work under NZSCA ‘SHEARNZ’ programme

All enquiries welcomed. Contact Peter or Elsie
Tel 03 448 6378 Fax 03 448 9201

Email: elsie@peterlyonshearing.co.nz

By Des Williams and Bernie Walker
He was inducted into Australia’s 
Shearing Hall of Fame in 2015 and 
now, Western Australian legend Kevin 
Gellatly has another major wool industry 
honour beside his name. On 16 January 
2021, Kevin was presented with what 
has been described as the industry’s 
greatest accolade – the Australian Wool 
Industry Medal.

This is what our ‘Australian Corres-
pondent’, Bernie Walker, wrote about 
Kevin when he was inducted into the 
Hall of Fame:

Kevin Joseph Gellatly was born in 
1948 and grew up in the West Australian 
wheatbelt town of Perenjori. Later he 
went to Aquinas College in Perth. After 
he left school Kevin planned to become 
a woolclasser but in 1968 he attended a 
shearing school. 

He shore locally until he joined Peter 
and Val Hobson on their renowned 
‘North West Run’ which traversed the 
big northern stations. He shore with 
them for three years, while at 20 years 
of age he and his brothers became 
contractors using 32volt electric gear.  

He employed and trained many young 
indigenous men in the area during the 
next 24 years. At times he had up to four 
teams working.  Kevin then moved to 
Perth for his childrens’ education. He 
worked with Brian Beresford for ten 
years.  

Retired from contracting, Kevin was 
able to concentrate on shearing.  Kevin 
and Brian shore stud rams from the 
eastern states for which they were paid 

up to $25 each.  They were closely shorn 
with machines to remove any grass seed 
contamination.

For several years from 1995 Kevin 
became a Heiniger representative, 
travelling throughout Australia. He was 
responsible for Tasmania and conducted 
workshops in New Zealand.  

Kevin spent 13 years as a shearing 
and woolhandling trainer with TAFE 
and WA Colleges of agriculture where 
he developed his unique and innovative 
approach inspiring, challenging and 
encouraging young people to be part of 
the industry.  He paid special attention to 
grinding and to the care of handpieces.  

Kevin has been involved with all 
aspects of competition shearing in 
Western Australia, from running the 

Perenjori Shears, to competing, judging, 
and commentating at Perth Royal and 
other shows.  In recognition of his 
contribution Kevin received a Master 
Shearer award in 1997.  He has been a 
team manager and is Patron of WACSA.  

For 13 years Kevin travelled to the 
USA, instructing American shearers 
in the technique he developed to shear 
alpacas. Kevin’s passion for the industry 
is undiminished, extensive and enduring.  
He has made a lifetime commitment and 
contribution to the future of the shearing 
industry.

And in the ‘BK Walker poem’ which 
has been a feature of all Australian Hall 
of Fame inductions to date, Kevin was 
thus summarised into two verses:

 
Kevin came from Perenjori to shear 

the Hobson’s ‘Northwest run’
Three years on the road had him on 

track to become a gun
For the next twenty-four years Kevin 

Gellatly was ‘on the board’
Before he moved to Perth to work with 

Brian Beresford.

For years he’s been training, inspiring 
young people to aim high

Developed a pattern for alpacas the 
Americans were keen to try

With a passion for the industry 
extensive and enduring

Kevin’s lifetime contribution covers 
every aspect of shearing.

 
When interviewed by Western 

Australian newspaper Countryman 
upon receipt of the honour, Kevin told 
reporter Cally Dupe shearing is about 
mental toughness.

‘When you watch someone progress 
to being able to shear a full sheep, 
it is so nice to stand back and watch 
them achieve that. It is so rewarding to 
watch them think, ‘hell, I’ve achieved 
something I thought I would never be 
able to do.

‘You learn discipline shearing, you 
know it’s going to be hard, but if you 
have the mental power to get through the 
first two hours, you will be OK.’

Kevin told Countryman he was always 
a good talker and knew how to motivate 
people. Congratulations, Kevin Gellatly!

West Australian legend, Kevin Gellatly, 
Australian Shearers’ Hall of Fame and 
Wool Industry Medal recipient.

mailto:elsie@peterlyonshearing.co.nz
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Ronnie Goss: Done too soon
Perhaps the American singer/songwriter  Neil Diamond put it 
as succinctly as anyone when he wrote and sang of people who 
had departed this Earth before their time. ‘Done too soon’, he 
said, listing the likes of  ‘Wolfie’ Mozart, Humphrey Bogart, 
HG Wells, Buster Keaton, Chico Marx ...

And Done too soon, gone too soon, Veronica ‘Ronnie’ 
Goss, who died at the Taumarunui Shears on 26 February 
2021, her 53rd birthday, having just competed in the open 
woolhandling event.

New Zealand champion 1999 and 2003; Golden Shears  
champion 2008; a career record of 53 open titles and bestowed 
Master Woolhandler status by Shearing Sports New Zealand, 
Ronnie was runner-up to Hilary Bond of England at the 2014 
world championships in Ireland. She also represented her 
country in ten woolhandling tests against Australia, at home 
and ‘across the ditch’ and for seven years was a Shearing Sports 
New Zealand woolhandling delegate. 

Among the hundreds of tributes to Ronnie’s memory posted 
on Facebook was the following, from Tia Potae, who teamed 
with Ronnie for the 2005-06 trans-Tasman series:

I was really going through it that year and Ronnie helped 
me deal with so much more than just the woolhandling test! 
You will be missed sweet lady. 

The first time I got to wear the silver fern as a New Zealand 
team member was in 2005, with Ronnie as my team mate! I 
was sooo nervous and excited, I’d seen Ronnie compete in 
the North Island shows and idolised how easy she always 
made it look! 

I had travelled over early to compete at the Warrnambool 
Show, and me being the unorganised human that I was back 
then, didn’t have my blazer or a money card that would work 
in Australia so, of course, beautiful Ronnie brought my blazer 
and shiny new credit card with her! I was in heaven!

She got sick the night before the show and ended up in 
hospital with a kidney infection, she had no sleep and still 
competed and came 2nd. I was right behind her in 3rd and I 
remember they read the placings out from sixth up to first. After 
the prize giving she said to me, ‘Oh you little shit I thought 
you had me for a minute!’ We lost the test in Aussie that year, 
but came back with the win at the 2006 Golden Shears. I hung 
that red ribbon above my bed for years.

Ronnie always had this cool calm way about her, with her 
Whitney Houston haircut and smile, her humility, she never 
judged others but was always honest. Over the years she told 
me a few truths! And I will always be grateful for those lessons. 

She was always so proud of her babies and I remember 
watching them all at the Golden Shears one year, maybe the 
first time Johnny won, or was when Ronnie won? I can’t quite 
remember... All the kids Kirkpatrick and Goss were lined up 
on the floor, beaming with pride, cheering on their parents! 
Seeing the amazing adults they have all become is a testament 
of how amazing Ronnie was. 

There are so many more beautiful memories I have of you 
Ronnie, and I will continue to speak of you and your beautiful 
nature for many years! I truly hope you find as much peace in 
the next life as you did in this one.  Thank you Ronnie, sleep 
well you amazing soul, until we meet again.

Photos: Top right, Tia Potae and Ronnie Goss after beating 
Australia at Golden Shears, 2006. Other images from the 
world championships at Gorey, 2014: Ronnie rolling a fleece; 
applauding other finalists; still able to share  a joke with Hilary 
Bond after the finals presentations.
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go to Vicki Lindstrom, our WIS co-
ordinator, who oversaw these upgrades 
in the past few weeks.
Industry Direct ion:  The CFW 
continues to do some industry analysis 
work with Agri-strategist Brian Richards 
and his team in Auckland.  I believe the 
work we are doing with Brian will be 
extremely useful in creating a new 
industry strategy when the timing is 
right to do so.

We are watching progress of the 
government-appointed Strong Wool 
Action Group (SWAG), of which I am a 
director, and will look to complement this 
work.  To ensure complete transparency 
and connectivity between both parties, 
I facilitated a positive meeting late last 
year between SWAG Executive office 
Andy Caughey and Brian and his team. 

As CFW Chair I have also been 
involved in the industry-wide initiative to 
adopt the New Zealand Farm Assurance 
Programme (NZFAP) standard for wool. 
The New Zealand wool industry must 
remain relevant and desirable in the eyes 
of consumers. 

An accreditation scheme for wool 
underpins traceability back to source 
and accountability for animal welfare, 
environmental impact, and careful land 
management. 

Initial meetings have been incredibly 
positive and while there is still a lot to 
be confirmed, I am optimistic that the 
adoption of the NZFAP standard for 
wool will be launched as early as April 
this year. I will endeavour to keep you 
posted on progress.

Ending on an incredibly positive 
note, I have recently heard from several 
wool retailers that they have noticed a 
significant increase in the enquires for 
and sales of woollen products. I remain 
extremely optimistic that this is the early 
stages of a true renaissance of strong 
wool. There is no silver bullet or quick 
fix, however we at the Campaign are 
focused on the activity in the belief that 
the results are starting to flow.

In closing, as always, I am eager to 
receive your feedback. If you have any 
thoughts, comments, or suggestions I 
would love to hear from you. 
(Tom O’Sullivan)
Email tom@campaignforwool.co.nz
www.nzwool.co.nz

Tom O’Sullivan of Havelock North 
has recently taken over from Philippa 
Wright as chairman of the Campaign for 
Wool (NZ). Tom is General Manager of 
Pukenui Station Ltd. He’s been involved 
with agri-management and export 
marketing for more than 20 years.

The Campaign’s  March 2021 
newsletter ‘The Clip’ highlights some 
recent wool promotional activity:
Wool in Architecture Project: a live 
webinar on the benefit and unique 
qualities of wool was presented to 
members of the New Zealand Institute 
of Architects on 10 March. The session 
was aimed at reinforcing the amazing 
attributes of wool and detailing why 
future designers and specifiers have a 
responsibility to consider wool products 
for the building industry and the benefit 
of the environment.  
North & South Magazine:  published 
a series of articles over a five-month 
period (Nov 2020-March 2021), creating 
profile for the Campaign and the benefits 
of wool fibre, as well as profiling the 
exciting and innovative things that 
companies Maxwell Rogers Fabrics; 
Bremworth Carpets; Terra Lana Wool 
Insulation; Woolchemy and Big Save 
Furniture are doing with wool.  
Show Promotions: A promotion planned 
for the Auckland Show in February was 
postponed until September 2021 because 
of Covid-19 lockdown but a successful 
display at the Wanaka A&P Show on 
12-13th March went ahead as planned.         
Wool in Schools Upgrade: As planned, 
over the Christmas break, we completed 
a refresh of our two Wool In Schools 
educational containers (pictured 
opposite). The board felt that it is 
important to keep them up to date and 
relevant to an ever-changing world. In 
addition to a repaint on the outside, 
new carpet, updated class material and 
documentation we also installed new 
flat-screen TV’s to allow us to run small 
video clips on the benefits and qualities 
of wool. I am sure students will love 
these enhancements. 

A  b ig  t h a n k s  a s  a lways  t o 
PGGWrightson for their sponsorship of 
this project but also a huge thanks must 

Tom O’Sullivan, new chairman 
Campaign for Wool (NZ).
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The Campaign for Wool (CfW) mobile container (see 
previous page) was located at the Waikato Montessori 
Education Centre, Tamahere (near Hamilton) for two weeks 
last month. Teacher Teresa MacKenzie (pictured above 
right, with Marg Forde) said about 50 pupils at the school 
in age range 6-12-years old will be using the resource, 
learning about the marvellous characteristics of wool as a 
sustainable fibre in itself and further incorporated into other 
curriculum subjects including science and maths. (e.g., how 
many tennis balls covered in New Zealand wool are used 
at Wimbledon each year? If you said 54,000 you would be 
spot on the money!)

Montessori’s teaching philosophy recognises that ‘one size 
does not fit all’, least of all in the classroom where individuals 
learn at their own pace. The study of wool, as an example, 
provides several platforms for incorporating history, science 
and maths, allowing students to find some area of interest 
and teachers (in a coaching role) to enhance that interest.

Recently given an upgrade by the Campaign for Wool 
committee, the container is fitted out with posters and 
information panels of attractive, eye-catching design, as well 
as samples of wool in greasy, scoured and combed condition 
in hands-on displays. There’s also a five-minute video 
(English-made) summarising the process from shearing 
through to knitted garments, clothing and carpets. There 
are identical containers for the North and South Islands, that 
schools can ‘book’ from Campaign for Wool (NZ).

or small

Dose them all MONTHLY

   
   

One of the informative display panels in the Campaign for 
Wool (NZ) ‘Woolshed’ available to New Zealand schools.

© Neville Sinclair 2021
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By Len Holland
My involvement with the wool clip at Lochinver Station began 
in the autumn of 1987 when Alan Sturzaker, managing director 
for the Wrightson Dalgety wool division in Wellington, came 
to see me at Napier. He offered me the role of marketing guru 
for Lochinver, a role that had previously been held by John 
McKenzie. John had been manager of the Wrightson wool 
division prior to its merger with Dalgety and he retained that 
role for some months until he was superseded by Selwyn Dyet, 
who had been with Dalgety in Dunedin.

I was into the role at Lochinver before Selwyn arrived and 
had already met with various people including Keith Baxter, 
the station manager and his staff, who had been running the 
property in two blocks, known as the front and back blocks. 
The front block was the main focus at that time, containing 
the main woolshed and with an office close to the main Napier-
Taupo road. The back block was the original piece of land 
that Stevensons had bought in 1958 when the whole farm was 
producing only about 40 bales of wool.

John McKenzie had done a lot of the work in getting the 
sheep flock changed from Romney to Perendale, a breed being 
much more suited for that type of farming scene – high country, 
severe winters, big blocks of land. Alan Sturzaker had made 
it clear our aim was to keep the Lochinver wool business to 
ourselves because he was worried some of the other agencies 
might get in on part or all of the business.

After that first meeting with Keith Baxter we decided to do 
a tour of the station, before any shearing was due. A short time 
earlier the owners had purchased the adjoining Taharua Station 
(to the west of Lochinver) from the American owners so that 
land too was now part of the overall Lochinver holdings. To 
get to Taharua you travelled through Lochinver in a westerly 
direction to link up with the road access.

We started our tour at the main office which was staffed by 
a receptionist and an administrator and the building also had 
a board room and a couple of other offices, kitchen etc. There 
were more than 200 kilometres of roading on the station and 
about 27 houses in all spread over the station, as well as the 
original woolshed, which had seven stands on a closed board 
and sheep yards all in reasonable order.

On the front block they had built a new woolshed with a ‘U’-
shaped board and not particularly successful because it was 
too narrow in the ‘U’ so most of the wool sorting and pressing 
and classing plus storage of bales was done in an adjacent area 
away from the shearing board. The shed had a large cooking 
and dining area that could seat about 60+ people.

We next visited Taharua and that had its own six-stand shed 
but no accommodation so the practice was to shear the Taharua 
sheep at the main Lochinver shed. There was also an area where 
they farmed the stud stock, mainly Perendales by this stage, but 
also a small romney stud. There was also a four-stand shed in 
good condition plus yards on this block but it wasn’t used for 
shearing as far as I can recall. This completed our look around.

The first job was to look at the stud flocks. Also in January 
1987 I went away with Colin Anderson to buy a stud ram. 
The next involvement was with the shearing in December, 
undertaken at that time by Martin Ngataki from Mercer. 
Martin was a very nice guy, a former Golden Shears champion 
and he had a good crew.

Len’s dream job at Lochinver (Part I)

Top: From left, Peter Lewis, Agri-director for WH Steven-
son & Sons; Ove von Lindar from Hart Wool; Len Holland, 
Wrightson. Above: Lochinver bales being catalogued for 
sale. Hart Wool purchased the 1974 bale line of lambs wool 
from Lochinver – record size and record price!

After discussion with Selwyn Dyet, I decided to stay on 
the station for several days while shearing was taking place. 
I stayed with the stud stock manager, Colin Anderson and 
wife Marie. Colin and Marie ran the single mens’ quarters, 
complete with dining area. The stays there for me were well 
remembered as highlights!

I would spend the first couple of hours each day in the shed, 
checking on the job being done with the wool. Then I’d go 
off and visit other clients in the Taupo/Rotorua area before 
returning for the last hour or so in the shed. I followed that 
same routine for the next two days.

Martin had reasonable shed staff and woolhandlers but they 
weren’t doing any separation for micron so I went along with 
that, at that stage.

The next task with Colin Anderson was to look at all the 
studs – that was through February – March. The Perendale 
influence was increasing all the time with the Romney 
decreasing so we were able to get rid of anything that was 
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off-type. The secret with Perendale is 
stick with that wool, rather than allow 
any Romney strain to creep back in. 
Lochinver always had people coming 
to look at surplus stock rams, hoggets, 
2-tooths, so it wasn’t hard to sell off what 
they didn’t need.

The next big job was the 2-tooth, 
second-shear operation, all done through 
the big shed. Taharua was operating as 
a separate unit so I involved myself in 
the total operation. Through autumn 
and winter I met with the manager and 
the three block managers with a view to 
getting rid of the Romneys altogether, at 
the same time building up the Perendale 
stud over time. At peak we got up to 
1500 ewes in the Perendale stud flock. It 
became a major job just looking after the 
stud operation. Then Colin retired, he 
was treated well by the Stevensons and 
he and Marie went to live in Whanganui 
and bought themselves a small business. 
Colin had done a good job with the stud.

They then employed Warren Taylor 
from the South Island to run the stud. 
He was a different kettle of fish to Colin, 
he’d had nothing to do with Perendales 
at that stage so my job was to get him 
schooled up so he wouldn’t do anything 
that might adversely affect the good 
work that had been done to date. Warren 
became switched on to the role pretty 
quickly and we started doing much more 
in the way of testing, checking, culling, 
style grading sheep in the wool and that 
sort of thing. 

It quickly developed into quite a big 
job actually, and next we decided we 
would weigh all the stud hogget fleeces 
and get rid of the lower-producing 
hoggets. So we did that at shearing 
time, all in the front shed. By that time 
Martin Ngataki had decided the job 
was too much for him to bring down 
enough shearers for three sheds at the 
same time. So, Peter Lewis, one of the 
Rangatira in Head Office came down 
and we discussed the situation. I had a 
firm idea who I wanted to come in as 
a replacement shearing contractor but 
we decided to advertise and call for 
indications of interest. Three contractors 
applied and were interviewed and 
Paewai Mullins from Dannevirke was 
chosen. Peter Lewis was filling in as 
manager for the period between Keith 
going and Eric Campbell starting as the 
new manager.

Soon after I started my association with 
Lochinver the owners had purchased the 
Otamatea block, which was directly 
across the road from Lochinver. They 

had been looking to buy for some time 
and about 1991 or 1992 they made an 
offer that was accepted by the owners, 
who lived at Whanganui. With that 
purchase the total ewe flock peaked 
at close to 85,000, plus they had an 
additional woolshed on that side of the 
highway. From memory, it was only used 
for main shearing

From those numbers, the sheep 
numbers gradually declined because 
over time, some parts of the station were 
sold off or leased as dairy units. Sheep 
were changing from wool-producing 
animals to meat-producing animals 
and numbers had come back to maybe 
30,000 by the time I retired from PGG 
Wrightson in 2007. Wool used to be king 
and meat secondary, but now it is the 
other way around. 

After Paewai Mullins did that first 
year of shearing (1987) I wrote up a 
report for the Stevensons management 
board in Auckland about the skirting 
ratio, which had come back to about 
4% of the fleece wool and resulted in an 
extra $60,000 net profit. I was able to 
show them tested figures results from 
weighing all fleeces and all lines we 
handled were down from 13% to 7%. 
The big money was made in the main 
lines so the whole exercise was a great 
move and paid off really well.

That was all done with the aid of 
Koro and Mavis and their gangs who 
had the guts to do it, instead of saying, 
“you don’t know what you are talking 
about.” So there were big gains made in 
the mainshear and by then everything 

was being colour-tested and colour was 
staying the same, so that indicated wool 
had been taken out that didn’t need to be 
taken out. For that first mainshear, Koro 
and Mavis called on Jamie and Ailsa 
Fleming from Te Karaka to cover the 
Taharua shed operation for them.

The mainshear operation that Koro 
and Mavis did started on 1 December 
(weather permitting) and would go right 
through to the end of January, shearing 
the hoggets, ewes and lambs, working 
in all three sheds on the station. They 
brought a team of about 100 with them – 
shearers, woolhandlers, pressers, cooks 
and the odd ‘spare’ to cover accidents or 
illness. It was a big operation they had 
going there.

Once again I stayed on the station 
with the Andersons, for a week and I 
was there for all but one day. What we 
were doing was making sure the three 
sheds were able to combine the smaller 
lines of wool, which were the oddments 
or off-types. You might get one sheep in 
50 that had an off-type of wool, so we 
made an off-type line.

It is worth noting that after Otamatea 
was added to the Lochinver Station, 
moving stock across the highway was 
a real problem.

To be continued. Next edition Len 
Holland will talk about his 1990s 
involvement with the Lochinver stud 
operation.

Above: Lochinver won the hogget and second-shear clips and overall championship 
for commercial clips in 1995. From left: Colin and Marie Anderson, Eric (manager) 
and Dianne Campbell, Colin (head shepherd) and Sadie Grey; Ross Craig-Smith 
(Gen. manager WH Stevenson & Sons); Len Holland, Wrightsons.
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By Jills Angus Burney
Hazel Riseborough (3 March 1930 
– 4 January 2021) – wool classer, 
agricultural researcher, fluent Maori 
language speaker and a UNESCO Italian 
interpreter, pioneering Maori historian – 
Hazel Riseborough has been acclaimed 
in her passing as ‘having seen it all’. 

Indeed, I first met Hazel in late 2008, 
on the morning of Emily Welch’s world-
shattering women’s lamb shearing 
record. Hazel had just embarked on 
her most memorable contribution to 
the shearing industry – a definitive NZ 
history, Shear Hard Work, published 
two years later. Hazel was immediately 
enthusiastic to interview those in the 
woolshed for her book; introduced as 
she was to the late Bob Michie, Digger 
Balme, John Fagan, several world record 
judges, Emily’s family and others whom 
she respectfully probed with stories to 
share.

While starting life as a city girl, the 
only girl and third of three siblings, 
Hazel was raised in Wellington and 
attended Wellington Girls College in 
Thorndon. She had hankering from her 
early days for the land, in her early years 
in the 1930s hiking across farms and 
through the wild hills high above the 
Wellington suburb of Wilton with her 
brother, John. A love of the countryside 
saw her leave Wellington Girls’ College 
just after the Second World War, heading 
for Wairarapa, where she worked as a 
land girl on a sheep farm for three years.

In 1949, Hazel began a Diploma in 
Agriculture at Massey Agricultural 
College, one of only three women to 
enrol alongside Margaret Apatu from 
Ngamatea Station. She was the first to 
finish in 1952. A course in sheep farming 
followed, which included a thorough 
grounding in wool management.

In 1954, Hazel became the first woman 
to qualify as a wool classer. But she did 
not see herself as a pioneer for women, 
in a pre-feminist era; ‘If I wanted to do 
something, I just got on and did it’. She 
was hugely supported and encouraged 
in both her academic and practical 
vocational training by her father and 
brother in these endeavours. 

She then undertook two years of shed 
classing in Wairarapa and Southland. 
Much later, she would remember these 
years fondly, especially working with 
Māori shearing gangs.

Thereafter, she headed to India with 
a classmate to visit her fellow Massey 
graduates, friends made from the 
international agricultural students 
hosted through the post-war ‘Colombo 
Plan’. After a stay with various Massey 
graduates across India, Hazel travelled 
on to her planned working experience on 
farms in Britain, before returning to New 
Zealand via India again.  Following the 
tragic farming death of her closest friend, 
Dizzy the Indian farmer whose family 
she retained a life-long connection with, 
Hazel remained in New Zealand and 
accepted an appointment as a technician 
in sheep husbandry, working with Dr 
Francis Dry in his development of the 
Drysdale breed.

In 1960, Hazel travelled to Italy, where 
she lived in Perugia, acquiring fluency 
in Italian.  She worked as an interpreter 
in a medical centre in Rome, and when 
needed, as an UNESCO interpreter. 
After five years in Europe, she returned 
again to Massey, analysing wool for 
carpet manufacture. But she was lured 
to Tongariro by an Italian hydro dam 
construction company which needed 
English-Italian interpreters. This began 
her close association with Lake Taupo 
iwi, Tuwharetoa.  When that project 
finished, Hazel travelled to Western 
Australia, but was once again soon 
pulled back to New Zealand.

This time, based in the Central North 
Island, Hazel worked as a wool classer 
on farms and in shearing teams living 
among Māori, working alongside Māori 
shearers and women wool handlers.  
Hazel had been comforted, she would 
later recall, setting out on a career 

Hazel Riseborough tribute

Above: Hazel Riseborough –
‘She had seen it all ...’

somewhere in the farming industry. But 
not content with her qualifications to 
date, Hazel enrolled in Māori language 
papers, returning to Massey, this time 
as a student.  She received scholarships 
to eventually complete an Honours 
Thesis which utilised Italian language 
sources to represent the views of Italian 
priests working with Māori in Taranaki 
between 1860 and 1880.

The research was game-changing, 
she said. A further scholarship enabled 
her to undertake a PhD which, staying 
with Taranaki location of her research, 
examined the events leading to the 
invasion of Parihaka in 1881. Hazel 
had attended the 1981 centenary of the 
invasion and, as she would later recall, 
she had been ‘shocked and dismayed, 
not only by the histories, but also by the 
claims of ill-informed historians’.

Her PhD was published in 2002 as 
Days of Darkness: Taranaki 1878-1882 
and published soon after.  The book 
was generally well received. But some 
prominent historians took issue with her 
insistence that Pākehā historians could 
not tell the histories of Māori, which 
were enshrined in cultural devices such 
as waiata, tauparapara (incantation) and 
whakapapa. Eminent journals published 
unfavourable reviews. Prominent 
historians took sharp issue, embroiling 
Hazel in controversy.

Fiercely independent and seeking 
the truth in all these stories, Hazel 
was unfazed. In 1993, she opened a 
seminar series at Parihaka, presenting a 
critical paper entitled Parihaka and the 
Historians. The house – Te Niho O Te 
Ātiawa – was full to capacity; and she 
received an amazing reception.

Now appointed as a lecturer in history 
at Massey University, she presented 
popular courses examining New 
Zealand’s difficult 19th century. Earlier, 
she had worked alongside Professor 
Mason Durie as administrator in his 
fledgling Māori Studies department. 

She had also undertaken ground-
breaking research for the Waitangi 
Tribunal.

In 1996, Hazel retired to Pukawa, 
at the southern end of Lake Taupō, 
building a striking home with a lake-
facing wall featuring a huge glass waka 
prow. Though retired, she continued 
major research projects sponsored by the 
tribunal and frequently hosted friends. 
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She also often returned to Massey, teaching holiday courses. 
Her lecturing style was heartfelt; she often cried during lectures. 
She also accompanied students on their field trips around the 
land wars battle sites in Taranaki. Hazel ived her love of the 
land, untangling the history with a passion, inspiring others. 
She especially felt the hurts inflicted upon Māori.

By 2000, she was drawn back to her interest in farming. 
In 2006, with the encouragement of the Apatu family, she 
authored Ngamatea: The Land and its People (Auckland 
University Press, 2006) a book about Ngamatea Station on 
the Napier-Taihape Gentle Annie road, which she first visited 
with Margaret Apatu in 1959. The book rekindled her interest 
in the lives of musterers, cooks, shearers and shepherds. As 
she wrote about the station’s environs, ‘the vastness somehow 
enfolds you and the tussock gets into your blood.’

During her last years, Hazel became active in conservation.  
She was one of a famous team of retired women catching and 
knocking off feral cats, stoats and rats on the bank of Lake 
Taupo Pukawa, gleefully sharing her tally, equal to any hunter. 

On the eve of the 50th Golden Shears, in March 2010 just 
twenty-four hours before her 80th birthday and the launch of 
Shear Hard Work, Hazel suffered a debilitating stroke, a set 
back that saw the book launched in her absence. However, 
Hazel slowly but steadily recovered, to continue writing a 
memoir from her retirement village in Taupō.  

Shear Hard Work also went on to great success, selling out 
several prints in bookstores across provincial New Zealand. 
The book is a tribute to Hazel’s doggedness and tenacity – 
telling the stories of people she interviewed, and ‘bringing to 
life the noise and bustle, the long days and hard work, and the 
extraordinary men and women of the New Zealand shearing 
industry.’

Hazel died at Taupō, on 3 January 2021, aged 90, leaving 
behind an immeasurable legacy as a fearless agriculturalist 
and academic who rewrote colonial interpretation of 
establishment New Zealand in a more representative way, with 
the voices of the people echoing the land and its true history. 
After her death, she was taken to Parihaka, for a service held 
on 6 January 2021.

* * * * * *

Above: Aria’s Brock Gower says he does know how to shear a 
sheep, but we wonder if that talented thumbnail deserves more 
attention. A ‘Waitangi Day’ capture at Aria Sports.
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Coaches in the woolshed
By Gabriela Schmidt-Morrell
In between the contractor’s life of entering tallies, doing 
wages, sending invoices, ordering food, filing employment 
contracts, answering texts and phone calls and yes, dealing 
with all sorts of business and staff issues, I decided to do an 
online coaching course through SIT to help me be a better 
karate instructor.

What I am learning I find transferable to all sports and 
indeed all parts of life, including professional careers.

The shearing industry is in the unique position of being a 
profession as well as a sport.

Plenty of coaching opportunities there for anyone with 
the skill or experience and the mindset of wanting to pay 
it forward.

Of course, we see this daily in our work places: In between 
shearing, grinding, wool handling, pressing, taking tallies, 
driving the van, fuelling up on lunch, setting up the hand 
piece or fadges: coaching takes place.

There are many different styles of coaching, some of them 
a bit obsolete to be fair. 

Not every person is coachable. As we all know, there is the 
odd one with ‘no ears’.

As we struggle to get new entrants into the industry, posi-
tive coaching becomes imperative. Young people entering a 
shed for the first time will need positive experiences to stick 
it out for those first hard weeks of ‘breaking in’. The body 
must adjust, and so does the mind. A tough process: It takes 
time and needs proper support. 

Remember the principle of: The quicker we get them up 
and running, the easier our job will be. 

If we manage to keep a learner in the job, we nailed it.
Every coach leaves a mark and has an impact on someone’s 

life. You choose what kind.
If you are coaching and are being coached, read on for a 

few points of interest. 
• Be student centred: Always have the best interest at 

heart: Their learning and their experience.
• Be holistic: Develop students as people first and fore-

most. Aim to develop their psychosocial skills and 
capabilities, not just their physical ones.

• Be inclusive: Cater for all levels of abilities and motivations. 

Coaching is far from a one-size-fits-all. Get to know the 
student you coach and dare to coach them differently.

• Make it fun and safe: New entrants want to have fun and 
to learn they need to feel safe. Build positive relation-
ships and enjoyable and caring climates that allow them 
to thrive and that keep them coming back.

• Prioritise the love for the job: A small proportion of 
students will become elite shearers or wool handlers, 
yet all of them have the potential to become skilled 
industry people. Creating that legacy is part of shearing 
shed coaching.

• Focus on foundational skills: Basics first. Even later: 
Come back to the basics.

• Engage work mates positively:  Partnership is the key 
word. You will never know what other team members 
can offer if you do not talk to them.

• Plan progressively: One step at a time, not all in one.
• Focus on one thing, giving simple instructions or dem-

onstrations, then allow time to work on that at their own 
learning tempo.

• Use different methods to enhance learning. Different 
coaching and teaching strategies can serve different 
purposes at different stages of learning and develop-
ment, complement each other, and help us achieve the 
desired results. Use visual, communication, observation, 
information. 

• Use competition in a developmental way: There is noth-
ing wrong with competition. When the format and the 
atmosphere around competition is built around develop-
ment, fun and being social, it is skill enhancing and a 
huge motivator for learning and growth.

• Be yourself: We all have our own style of teaching, com-
municating, and learning. Work to your strength. You 
have much more to give than you think.

• All year round steady work available 
stretching between Otago, Southland and Northland

• Opportunities to upskill
• Top pay rates, good accommodation in town, quality food 

• Permanent staff wanted to service our run
027 630 9081 • Msg us on facebook 

www.dmshearing.co.nz

DION MORRELL 
SHEARINGSHEARING

OTAGO/SOUTHLAND
PH 03 449 3360  •  dmshearing@xtra.co.nz
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We require staff for our busy summer mainshear from 
December through ‘til April and for our pre-lamb June 

through ‘til August. Good work ethics and attitude towards 
our clients and fellow staff are essential. 

Travel and meals provided.

All enquiries welcomed to 
office@mcconachieshearing.co.nz

Mike Maguire 0274 336 477 or Jamie 027 336 4007

Member NZ Shearing Contractors’ Association
Member ShearNZ

Above: From photo archives, date and occasion uncertain (mid-1990s?) but we recognise a few young cheeky faces – Mere Hepi 
and Mii Nooroa in the middle row and Verna Curtis in the back. Heidi Blake in front? And are there stories to tell here? 

Things looking a bit Grey? Where to get help 

Lifeline (open 24/7) – 0800 543 354 (0800 LIFELINE) 
Depression Helpline (open 24/7) – 0800 111 757 
Healthline (open 24/7) – 0800 611 116 
Samaritans (open 24/7) – 0800 726 666 
Suicide Crisis Helpline (open 24/7) – 0508 828 865 (0508 
TAUTOKO). This is a service for people who may be 
thinking about suicide, or those who are concerned about 
family or friends. 
Youthline (open 24/7) – 0800 376 633. You can also text 
234 for free between 8am and midnight, or email talk@
youthline.co.nz 
0800 WHATSUP children’s helpline – phone 0800 9428 
787 between 1pm and 10pm on weekdays and from 3pm 
to 10pm on weekends. Online chat is available from 7pm 
to 10pm every day at www.whatsup.co.nz. 
Kidsline (open 24/7) – 0800 543 754. This service is for 
children aged 5 to 18. Those who ring between 4pm and 
9pm on weekdays will speak to a Kidsline buddy. These 
are specially trained teenage telephone counsellors. 
Your local Rural Support Trust – 0800 787 254 (0800 
RURAL HELP) 
Alcohol Drug Helpline (open 24/7) – 0800 787 797. You 
can also text 8691 for free. 

For further information, contact the Mental Health 
Foundation’s free Resource and Information Service (09 
623 4812). 

mailto:office@mcconachieshearing.co.nz
mailto:talk@youthline.co.nz
mailto:talk@youthline.co.nz
www.whatsup.co.nz
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Phone: 027 862 3424

We’re looking for friendly & 
reliable people who like to take 

pride in their work. 

Our busiest times are main 
shear (late Nov to early Feb) and 
second shear (late April to early 
July), but we love to hear from 

keen people at any time.

We have positions for shearers, 
woolhandlers and woolpressers. 

Top pay rates, transport and 
food supplied. Accommodation 

available.
Call or text to book in and 

“Get Shearin’ with Kieran!” 

Busy North Canterbury run 
Clean, reliable staff wanted
Mainshear November-April
Pre-lamb May-September

New client enquiries welcome

Phone Mike Morgan
021 251 7742

 mike091@windowslive.com

Above: The birthday boys – Brian ‘Snow’ Quinn and Tom Brough 
having a little workout in a shed near Masterton prior to shearing in 
the Veterans event at Golden Shears in 1997. The pair turned 80 years-
of-age within a week or so of each other in late January 2021. This was 
a memorable day, with several other past champions including Brian 
Waterson and George Potae also present. It was all in fun but still there 
remained a competitive little edge in the workout, especially when Darin 
Forde hopped on the stand just along from Mr Quinn!

Opposite: Same day, 1963 Golden 
Shears open champion Brian Waterson 
studies the style of the Master from 
close range. He was second to Quinn in 
1970; second to Stewart Symon in 1964 
and also appeared in the 1968 (4th) and 
1969 Golden Shears finals (6th). 
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Read Shearing magazine on line at www.lastsidepublishing.co.nz

VACANCIES AVAILABLE
FOR QUALITY SHEARERS AND 

WOOLHANDLERS
STARTING IN MAINSHEAR, 

NOVEMBER 2018
ALL ENQUIRIES TO JOE OR WIKI

VACANCIES AVAILABLE
FOR QUALITY SHEARERS AND 

WOOLHANDLERS
STARTING IN MAINSHEAR, 

NOVEMBER 2021
ALL ENQUIRIES TO JOE OR WIKI   

WETHERS
I’ve shorn poor ewes and daggy lambs
Angora goats and merino rams
Gluey crossbreds as tight as clams 
And Wethers.
All me aches come alive again
In me back there’s a terrible pain
When I think of the endless strife and strain
Shearing Wethers.
In nightmare dreams when the vampire feasts
And bats and owls honour pagan priests
Me slumber is haunted by horrible beasts,
Big Rough Wethers.
High as the rails around the yard
Wrinkly and weighty and wide and hard
Waitin’ to kick when you lower yer guard
Wilful Wethers.
Struggling and straining at every blow,
Crazy from feeding on indigo
Spawn of the devils down below
Bloody Wethers.

Trying the temper of every gun
Battlin’ for twenty five a run
Biggest bastards under the sun,
Stinkin’ Wethers.
Wicked red eyes and horns like knives
Bred to shorten shearers’ lives
And yer feel like swinging a bunch of fives
At the Wethers.
Stampin’ their feet and blowin’ their noses
And I’ll warn you before me story closes
If you think shearing’s a bed of roses
Try Rough Wethers.
(c) Keith Garvey (1922-1999)
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The Dunes
By Roger Leslie
The town of Nymindigab in Western Denmark is nestled 
among the sand dunes of the wild Atlantic coast. The dunes 
themselves are covered in thorn scrub and steeped in history. 
Particularly they are infested with the concrete pillboxes of 
WW2 German coastal defence. 

Once bristling with 88mm anti-shipping guns, these days 
they just bear testimony to the folly of war and indestructibility 
of German concrete. Nymindigab as a town is a holiday 
destination with many absentee land owners and few fulltime 
inhabitants. But while few in number these townspeople are 
nevertheless great in tradition and common sense.  

Over 30 years ago the then Mayor recognised two immutable 
things, the value of sheep and wool and the need to deal 
wisely with the mounting problem of rubbish disposal in our 
increasingly wasteful society. In the case of the latter issue 
they built a rubbish incinerator that not only prevented the 
need of rubbish going to landfill but also heated the homes 
of the town. Expert advice at the time was that this wouldn’t 
work, but now 30 years on Nymindigab has to import rubbish 
to keep the home fire burning. Who’d have thought?

The mayor himself, being a clever chap, also saw the value 
of sheep and was distressed at their disappearance from 
traditional Danish culture. Nymindigab of old had a flock 
of commonly-owned sheep which ran in the sand dunes all 
Summer and fed and clothed the townspeople in Winter. Each 
citizen owned at least one sheep and each year they would join 
together to muster the mob and harvest the lambs and wool.

This tradition remains to this day and they still have a flock 
of sheep running in the dunes. Each Spring they get them in, 
with varying degrees of success, and get an old Kiwi bloke to 
do the shearing. Me.     

The shearing day arrives with great fanfare and excitement 
and everybody mucks in. Some modern conveniences and the 
odd annoyance have joined the centuries old traditions. Things 
like EU stock tracing ear tags have helped the townspeople 
identify their own sheep and they are able to head home at the 
days end with their fleece tucked happily under their arms. 
Electric fencing has helped keep the sheep on the dunes and 
those who would interfere with them, out. The gates are well 
designed along the lines of electric Taranaki and are an endless 
source of amusement during the festivities.

Townspeople of all ages, shapes, sizes and vocation gather 
for the affair and their varied opinions and animal handling 
skills are thrown into the mix. Discussions on things like 

mustering strategy and pen composition are all offered at once 
(and of course in Danish) and my advice is only sought in case 
of serious and unresolved issues like the sheep still loose in 
the dunes two hours after the planned start time. 

On a typical day the sheep are caught by the local mechanic 
and electrician, the feet are trimmed by the doctor and school 
principal, drench is applied by the two pre-school teachers, 
ear-tags are read out by the hair saloon manager and recorded 
by the accountant and plumber. There is such a wide breadth of 
experience present, that all problems can be resolved, except 
world peace, climate change and the shearing itself. 

On one occasion my wool manager was upbraided for using 
her rattle (a plastic bag on a stick) to help get the sheep in. She 
was told, ‘You are frightening the sheep!’ which had indeed 
been her intention. She retired to the car with her stick and 
dignity to read her book. That was her day to shine though 
because the Danes failed to get the last lot out of the dunes and 
had to beg her to return with her rattle to assist. After spending 
their lives in the dunes, the sheep know far more about the 
secret paths through the thorn scrub than the townspeople, 
and use this knowledge to great advantage.

No party is complete without suitable food and beverage 
and this is shared by all. Danish pastries, breads and cheeses 
are not legendary without good reason.      

While I may have been joking about world peace and 
climate change, I think the people of Nymindigab are closer 
to resolving these conundrums than almost anybody I’ve met. 
The community spirit shown as the whole town works together 
for a common purpose, the best rubbish disposal system I’ve 
seen and the understanding of the value of wool is innovating 
and world leading. 

Above and Below: Big day out in the Dunes.

Palmer Bros Shearing
Southland

We’re looking for keen and reliable people 
for our busy Main Shear, Dec-April: 

Shearers, Shedhands, Pressers
Top pay rates, transport and food supplied.

Phone Corey on 0273 265 542
coreypalmer@y7mail.com
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Tararua Shearing Ltd
Shearers and shedhands wanted. 

Must have good work ethics 
and be reliable.

Accommodation, meals and 
transport provided.

Work from mid-November to 
end of March.

Phone Lionel or Stephanie
Home 06 376 7877
Work 06 375 8488
Cell 027 440 7021

stephanietisdall@xtra.co.nz
Member NZ Shearing Contractors’ Association

Above: World blade shearing champion Alan Oldfield of 
Geraldine deals to a long-necked bottle while Below: The 
waiting bottles remain alert. 

Payroll and invoicing made easy
They say ‘You can take the girl out of the country, but you 
can’t take the country out of the girl’ – and such is the case 
with Liz from Payroll Plus. Growing up on a sheep farm, 
then being a farmer herself, and a shearer in New Zealand and 
overseas, this has given Liz the background and experience to 
understand the payroll requirements for the shearing industry.

Payroll Plus has been supplying and supporting shearing 
contractors with payroll software for over 25 years. As 
payroll is our focus, we have an in depth understanding of the 
complicated requirements of The Holidays Act, as well as the 
unique requirements of the shearing industry.

MBIE has conducted numerous audits of shearing 
contractors of late, so compliance is a must.

Our Remote Access software means we can connect with 
you wherever you are in the country.

Shear Simplicity is a simple-to-use software package that 
correctly pays your staff, including all non-taxable allowances, 
and at the same time invoices the farmer. The user-friendly 
application makes data entry simple and fast and is a 
technologically up-to-date software package that integrates 
with payroll and accounting applications. 

Create a payroll export file, produce and email invoices for 
your clients, print GST and Earnings reports, and have access 
to all historical information. Custom written specifically for 
the shearing industry, Shear Simplicity is the answer to those 
frustrating administration headaches. Shear Simplicity can be 
used as a stand-alone package or integrated with the specialist 
MYOB/IMS Payroll software.

Track and auto-calculate days and rates for Annual leave, 
Stats, Sick etc, fully KiwiSaver compliant including Total Rem, 
track reducing balance deductions with protected %, create 
electronic files for banking, IR Payday filing and many more 
functions within the software.

Highly functional software along with experienced support 
means Payroll Plus can offer a great solution for your payroll 
needs. Contact Liz Short – 07 838 1961. (See our advertisement 
at page 33.)

* * * * * *

Above: Finalists in the New Zealand Woolhandler of the Year 
contest at Balclutha in February. From left: Tia Potae, Kelly 
MacDonald, Pagan Karauria and Joel Henare. What you 
might call an ‘Elite’ little group! 
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Brian Cocks – Tribute
Brian Cocks started life three months prematurely, weighing a 
mere one-and-a-half pounds, or 0.68 of a kilogram. His parents 
were living at Khandallah, Wellington where his father was 
an optician/technician (we think). That less than ideal start to 
his tender years was greatly exacerbated when his mother died 
when Brian was only seven or eight. From there he attended 
boarding school to continue and eventually complete his 
primary and secondary schooling.

From there, Brian signed up to do a course at Flock House, 
an agricultural and farm training institute near Bulls (closed 
1987). The course included tuition in the practical skills of 
crutching and shearing. Moving on from Flock House, he then 
found work on farms, including that of Mr George Balme, 
in the Waikato. As a regional shearing instructor for the NZ 
Wool Board, George no doubt gave Brian’s shearing talents a 
nudge in the right direction. During the mid-sixties Brian also 
assisted with fencing of newly drained ‘swamp’ land near the 
present-day Hampden Downs car racing facilities.

Phil O’Shaughnessy then picks up the story: “I was running 
a gang at Masterton for Graeme Clegg and I placed an advert 
in the paper for a full-wool sheep crutcher, which included 
taking off the belly and topknot. Brian Cocks answered the 
call, saying he had some experience and could do a few. He 
soon proved he was very handy indeed, and by mainshear of 
1967 he was ready to become a shearer.

‘Brian ended up working about five years for Cleggs and 
quickly developed into an excellent shearer, doing 300 in his 
first season. He also went down south and worked for Elbert 
De Koning; he became a good competition shearer and made 
the quarter-finals at Golden Shears in 1970. I think that same 
year Brian, John Hodder and Kerry Ballas shore for 52 days 
in a row, which is unusual in Wairarapa weather. All three 
averaged more than 300 for the period.’

During his time down south Brian had become acquainted 
with Jack Dowd, who was then based at Dargaville. In 1972 
Brian (by now married to Judy Reiri) moved north to work for 
Jack in a stay that would prove to be about 20 years in duration.

‘Brian became a very important person to the shearing 
business in Northland, Phil O’Shaughnessy recalls. ‘He was 
instrumental in organising the Arapohue show each year and in 
getting the Kauri Circle started. He served on the North Island 
Shearing and Woolhandling Committee for several years and 
he was a great instructor, teaching a lot of young people to 
shear. He established a big contract run of his own and, by 
my guess, probably won at least 50 competitions around the 
North, competing against the likes of Kevin Boyd, Jeff Wood 
and Keith Collier. He also had a wool buying/dag crushing 
business at Dargaville for several years.’

With sheep numbers in the North dwindling by the year, 
Brian saw his shearing run fold to the onslaught of trees and 
dairy cows and he went to work at the glass-making factory 
at Whangarei. That also proved to be relatively short-term and 
when the factory closed down in 1991 Brian and Judy returned 
to Masterton for the mainshear. 

Back into the shearing industry, the family returned to 
Masterton permanently in 1992. Brian worked for several years 
with Dave Matthews contractor and he also spent a couple of 
years shearing in Australia (1995-1997) with his son, Paul.

Brian then began to have health issues and suffered a series of 
strokes, the first shortly after his 52th birthday in 1998. “It was 
a big one that really knocked him for six,” Carl Cocks recalls. 
Then Judy became ill and she passed away in 2003. She had 

won the New Zealand junior woolhandling title at Te Kuiti in 
1998 (also won Dannevirke and was third at Golden Shears); 
enjoyed some success as a senior woolhandler, and was just 
beginning a promising new career as a woolhandling judge. 

In the true spirit of a fighter born three months before his 
time and dealt some other rough hands along the way, ‘Cocksy’ 
continued to make the most of his life. He would always get 
to Golden Shears for at least one day of the weekend in recent 
years, was always cheerful in his wheelchair and keen for 
a yarn about people and places from the past. Without any 
prompting he would recall the time he (and Bruce Neill) shore 
sheep for two days in the Williams family woolshed, down 
in western Southland. It was ‘back in the summer of ‘69’, it 
probably wasn’t the easiest wool he ever pushed a comb into 
but someone had to do them, he would say!

As Phil O’Shaughnessy summed him up: ‘Brian Cocks was 
a top-quality shearer in the sheds and at competitions, and a 
top-quality bloke all round. He was very special to us all here 
in the North.” And that was borne out by the memorial service 
at Dargaville, organised by Dally Vuletich on 13 March, when 
those Northland friends gathered to pay their tributes.

‘Cocksy’ died at Masterton’s Cornwall Resthome on 6 
January 2021, aged 74. He is survived by David and Leigh-
Maree Reiri, Paul and Wendy Cocks, Ray and Anita Cocks, 
Carl and Jo Cocks and Maree and Jason Cocks, and ten 
grandchildren.
(Des Williams and Phil O’Shaughnessy)

Above: Phil O’Shaughnessy and Brian Cocks, Golden Shears 
2011, reshearing past tallies, large and small.

Forde Shearing Ltd
Southland

Staff required for new season.
For all enquiries please phone 

Darin or Julie
03 235 8853 or 0272 297 760

d.j.forde@icloud.com
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Remembering Jack Harrison

Ray Te Whata Owner 027 948 4512
Vanessa Te Whata Manager 027 435 1595 | 03 248 6122

Mossburn, Southland

We also have a 10-stand portable 
crutching trailer available
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Vacancies available for clean reliable shearers and 
shedhands from January through to end of March.
We have a great working environment with meals, 
accommodation and transport provided.

By Steve Carkeek
Jack Harrison (Tiaki Haratini) was a shearing contractor in 
partnership with Wally Smith in the Taihape region during 
the 1950s and 1960s. The writer joined Jack's crew as a 
learner shearer in October 1963. At the time Jack ran seven 
gangs, from four-stand to some larger crews. Jack was older 
and Wally ran the gangs. 

Early in the season, a series of shearers’ union meetings 
were held and Jack explained that the price shearers were 
paid was based on the previous year’s wool price. This 
meant that wages fluctuated and in a good wool price year 
the shearers weren't getting much pay and then their wages 
went up the next year, but wool was down and the farmers 
didn't want to pay the higher wages with their lower income. 

I understand that the union went to Federated Farmers to 
negotiate a fairer system whereby shearers got a fair pay for 
the work they did. They were unable to reach an agreement 
so Jack stood at the meetings and asked that we vote him in 
and he would negotiate for us. 

Because no agreement had been reached, Jack explained 
that the matter would go to the Arbitration Court, who would 
automatically award payment based on a 40-hour week 
with overtime. This caused some consternation among the 
shearers, who felt the farmers would not pay them overtime 
to shear weekends and public holidays. 

This was easily overcome by averaging the payments by 
saying a shearer shore 100 sheep each week-day, then the 
equivalent of 125 sheep on a Saturday morning, 150 sheep on 
a Saturday afternoon and 200 on a Sunday. Divide this total 
by seven and you have the going rate paid to a shearer per 
hundred sheep. Then add in holiday pay and tool allowances 
as appropriate. And so it all came to pass. 

From memory, my rate per hundred went from about four 
pound 10 shillings ($9.00) to about five pound two shillings 
in 1964. This was in a stay out gang with all food. Open 
rates were, of course, higher. 

I can remember that as I was shearing to earn enough 
money to buy a farm, I sometimes visualised each sheep 

as it went out the porthole as a shilling (10 cents) going into 
my bank account. Great motivation! Ten cents doesn't sound 
much today but you could buy a 600 acre hill-country farm 
for about $50,000 at the time – perhaps that would be more 
like $2,000,000 now. 

Jack looked after his shearers quite well and always 
inspected the quarters before taking on a shed. Some farmers 
thought poor quarters would be good enough because the 
shearers were only there for a few days, but Jack pointed out 
that they were living in quarters for much of the year and 
they had to be acceptable. He believed that an eight-hour day 
was sufficient for a man to earn a good living and he wanted 
shearers to stay in the industry long term. We of course had 
other ideas, being there for a reason, to set ourselves up in 
life. We soon went back to nine-hour days.

The worst aspect of Jack’s stand for the industry was soon 
evident. When I went back to start the second season there 
were only enough sheds left for four gangs. Apparently, many 
farmers said, ‘Well I have to pay more to get my sheep shorn 
but as it is his [Jack’s] fault I'm not paying it to him.” 

Jack shrugged and said he would rather make a profit from 
less work than a loss from more. His philosophy was that the 
job had an inherent value to a shearer regardless of what the 
wool was worth, and he was right. 

During the off period, Wally had drawn a ballot on a farm 
at Bulls and left the industry. His job was taken up by Jack's 
son John, known as ‘Doc’. 

Above: Taihape contractor Jack Harrison, remembered for his 
‘big impact’ on the shearing industry.
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Benefits include:
• Support from experienced industry professionals
• Save time by entering tally sheet data only once
• Pay employees and produce payslips
• Invoice clients and track payments against accounts
• Produce PAYE, employee earnings reports and GST on receipts 

reports
• Integrates with MYOB IMS Payroll and Accounting applications

To discuss how we can help, call Liz on:
Mobile 021 749 963 
Phone 07 838 1961
Email liz@payrollplusltd.co.nz

Above: Jack Harrison’s son, John ‘Doc’ at Taihape Shears 
some years ago, being interviewed by commentator Koro (RIP).

MAHONY SHEARING
NAPIER

TEL 06 835 9571 or 
021 423 886 (Brendan)

Email: b.j.mahony@xtra.co.nz

Permanent positions for quality 
shearers and shedhands

Member of the NZ Shearing 
Contractors’ Association

Shearing Record: Dannevirke Effort
A world shearing record (in the number recorded in the 
tally through the day) was established by Mr W Hape, a 
Dannevirke Maori shearer working in Mr G Holden’s shed 
at Raumati, Southern Hawkes Bay. 

The tally was checked by both the manager and an 
independent witness, Mr Hape having expressed his intention 
of attacking the record before starting. He shore 422 Romney 
lambs in a standard day of nine hours working time, worked 
from 5:00am to 5:00pm. The previous record holder was 
also a shearer from the same district , Mr P De Malmanche, 
whose tally was 412. 

Despite the sultry conditions on the day, no fewer than 
1268 sheep and lambs were put through by four shearers in 
the shed. Another member of the gang shore 343 ewes and 
lambs and the other two 256 and 247 respectively. 

Gisborne Herald, 18 December 1945 

Apparently as a learner shearer he had to sew up a few 
sheep so it was ‘Doc’ for the rest of his life. 

The story was told that Jack came on the board one day 
as a shearer was doing the last side and he managed to take 
off a strip of skin with each blow. Jack said, ‘Don't bother to 
sew that one up lad, just throw it in the corner for patches.’ 

Jack was also probably rather unusual at the time in that if 
you wanted to apply for a job with him it had to be in writing. 
He reasoned that if anyone took the time to write there was 
a better chance that he would turn up on the day. I saw an 
advert in the newspaper and wrote to him, explaining that I 
had attended two Wool Board shearing courses and had done 
a part season of open shearing. I was rather shocked to get to 
the job to find I was vilified as the ‘Bowen man’. 

The trade shearers seemed to have quite a dislike for the 
Wool Board shearing courses, claiming they only taught 
farmers’ sons to shear. I stuck up for the course as, without 
it, I might never have learned to shear, but I was a bit 
outnumbered. Later it was explained to me that Godfrey 
Bowen had beaten Jack to the Chief Instructor's role with the 
Board, so that was where the ill-feeling came from. However, 
it soon passed. 

Jack also held out for years over having female shed hands. 
In the end he had to give in as young men were not coming 
into the industry in enough numbers.

Jack was a man who liked to win an argument and 
sometimes you had to be a little devious with him to win. I 
was running a gang for him and he insisted we only work 
an eight-hour day, but my shearers and I agitated for a nine-
hour day. He took me aside and asked how the vote would 
go if we had a vote on it. I told him he would probably win, 
so he made a show of being democratic and gave us a vote. 
He was speechless when he lost. I, of course, abstained from 
voting so I didn't incriminate myself. 

I believe Jack Harrison had quite a big impact on the 
shearing industry and I wanted to take the opportunity of  
telling his story as I remember it. 

mailto:b.j.mahony@xtra.co.nz
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Ian Hutchings tribute
By Des Williams
The name Ian Hutchings, who died at 
the age of 95 on 19 February 2021, was 
synonymous with shearing around the 
Waikato region for more than 50 years. 
From the early 1950s through into the 21st 
century, Ian was a shearing contractor, 
based at Morrinsville, ironically the 
heart of Waikato’s dairy cow country. 
Many are the notable shearers, Joe 
Ferguson, Ken Pike and Keith Wilson 
among them, who got their early starts 
in Ian Hutchings’ gangs.

Joe Ferguson, as an example, was 
something of a potentially wayward 
youth working on a local farm when 
Ian took him under his wing in the early 
1950s and taught him to shear. A move 
that would later have Joe describing his 
former boss as a ‘one-in-a-million sort 
of bloke’. A sentiment endorsed by many 
who followed in Joe’s footsteps.

Ian was born at Martinborough on 
6 September 1925, to parents Jack and 
Phyllis Hutchings, who were farmers 
in that area. He had seven sisters, Joan, 
Sylvia, Eileen, Sandra, Pauline, Lynette 
and Tracey, and two brothers, Bill and 
Robert. He attended several schools, 
including Kaitoke and showed himself 
to be an extremely intelligent young 
man. He moved on to Hutt Valley High 
School and was dux of the school at 
11-years-of-age. 

Ian was also a talented school-age 
athlete and among the stories handed 
down is the occasion when he and his 
friend were in a race that included the 
then  New Zealand mile champion. The 
youngsters were in the race as pace-
makers for the first three laps but the 
champion wasn’t able to come through 
and head them off! 

Ian Hutchings Jnr. suggests his father 
could have followed any academic career 
of his choosing, be it law, medicine or 
whatever. Instead, he chose the outdoor 
life. Ian says his father used to tell stories 
of his droving stock many miles from 
point A to point B when just a lad of 5 or 
6 years old and through to the age of 11.

‘Dad loved the challenges of the 
outdoor life and the shear physicality 
of pursuits like shearing, fencing and 
possum trapping. For as long as people 
have known him, that’s where his 
interests lay. He always maintained 
a very high level of physical fitness, 
throughout his life.

Ian was just 14-years-of-age at the 
outbreak of World War II and it was 
over by the time he was old enough to 
serve. He was given the opportunity of 
joining the Navy, but considered there 
to be little point in that with hostilities 
at an end. He did, however, have clear 
memories of the Prisoner-of-War camp 
at Featherston, where some 800 Japanese 
prisoners (captured during the Pacific 
war) were held under guard and behind 
barbed wire. Ian remembered some of 
the prisoners being allowed out to work 
on neighbouring farms and recalls them 
as being well qualified engineers and 
other similar occupations. The camp is 
perhaps best recalled for the incident in 
1943 during which 49 prisoners were 
shot dead when a sit-down strike rapidly 
escalated into major trouble when a 
guard fired a warning shot that injured 
a Japanese officer. 

At the age of 15, Ian travelled down 
to Wellington and hopped on the inter-
island ferry to the South Island. There 
followed a period of some years where he 
worked on various farms in the South (as 
part of the over-all war effort), including 
the Chertsey area. He returned home 
when in his early 20s, having been left 
the home farm when his father died. The 
farm was then sold and proceeds shared 
with his brothers and sisters. 

In 1947 Ian married his first wife, 
Keitha. Soon after they moved to a 
farming and fencing job at Maungaturoto 
(Northland), where their first son, 
Martin was born. After a brief stay in 
the north they were on the move again, 
this time to a dairy farm at Kiwitahi, 

near Morrinsville. Their second son, 
Evan was born in 1950 and by 1951 
the family had moved into a house in 
Morrinsville. It was shortly after his 
move to Morrinsville that Ian learned 
how to shear sheep, in association with 
Jack Woodcock, whom he may have first 
met up north.

Blessed with that tireless work ethic, 
Ian was soon shearing 300 and 400 a day, 
tallies that didn’t start to diminish until 
he was into his sixties. ‘Dad was quite 
savvy financially and saw shearing as an 
opportunity to make some good money,’ 
Ian Jnr says. ‘Wool was fetching a good 
price and shearers were being paid well 
by farmers so it didn’t take Dad long to 
get a business together and he started 
contracting in 1953. 

‘He was also very good at preparing 
his gear, combs and cutters, taking the 
rough edges off, spreading the teeth 
wide and having everything just how 
he wanted it. He would always get to 
a shed in the morning with plenty of 
time to make sure it was properly set 
up and functioning as he wanted it,’ Ian 
says. But before leaving for the sheds, 
he would have been up and about in the 
kitchen, cooking a full breakfast for 
everyone. 

As well as working around the greater 
Waikato area, from Kaiaua across to 
Waihi, Ian took his gangs as far south 
as Raetihi, Taupo and the southern 
King Country. Always conscious of the 
local workforce, he would make a point 
of employing shearers and shedhands 
from those areas wherever possible, 
not wanting to deprive them of work 
opportunities. He also worked in the far 
south, with Elbert de Koning at Ohai. Ian 
also spent several seasons in Australia – 
1956, 1957 and 1958, and brought several 
Australian shearers back with him for 
New Zealand experience.

During those latter years of the 
1950s, Ian was also active in the sport 
of fencing – with epee, foil and sabre. 
Though details of his accomplishments 
here are sketchy, it is understood he 
was considered to be in contention for 
selection in a New Zealand Empire 
Games team – 1958 at Cardiff, maybe. 

Ian and Keitha had earlier played a 
prominent role in raising Carole Mohan, 
daughter of a family member, but by 
1959 they parted company and Carole 
returned to her parents. 

Ian Stuart Hutchings (1925-2021)
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By 1960 Ian had started a partnership with Dolly Fisher, 
from Huntly. The couple produced five children; Daphne (b 
1963); Juliet (died 1967, aged three months); Celia (b 1968); 
Jenny (b 1970) and John (b 1977). Ian’s third and lasting 
partnership was with Carol Hauraki and the couple raised Ian 
Jnr, Robyn and Ani.

‘As well as the work ethic required to shear everything that 
comes at you from the catching pen, Dad always said having 
the right temperament was the key to being a good shearer,’ 
Ian Jnr says. Temperament and repetition – always count 
your blows, keep to your pattern. He placed a lot of store on 
consistency, and on loyalty. He would always prefer the shearer 
who could do 300 every day to the one who might do 400 one 
day and only 250 or something the next.

‘On top of that though, it must be said Dad was never afraid 
to take a chance on giving the odd ‘ratbag’ a chance to make 
good in the sheds. He would take local youngsters on as 
shedhands and give them a fair chance of proving their worth.

‘He gave up shearing himself and transitioned into helping 
in the sheds after having a hip replaced in his 70s and was 
still active into his 80s,’ Ian says. ‘He was also a stickler for 
everyone working in the shed until the last man had finished. 
If that was the presser, for instance, he would have the shearers 
and others helping get the last bales finished and then they 
would all knock off together for a well-earned beer.

Ian Stuart Hutchings was buried at the Piako Cemetery, 
Morrinsville, on 23 February 2021.

Ian Hutchings in the outdoors, doing what he loved: Above: 
Out on a fenceline. Below: Out on a possum trapping line.

Overseas Shearers welcome and 
Covid Guidance Published for Shearers  

The National Association of Agricultural Contractors (NAAC) 
is delighted to announce that international sheep shearers have 
been granted a special concession to be able to enter the United 
Kingdom this year, offering a vital source of professional and 
experienced staff to assist UK contractors.

Whilst it will be difficult for as many overseas shearers as 
normal to travel this year, due to Covid restrictions, this opens 
the door for those who are now able to come and assist our 
national effort in getting UK sheep shorn safely and efficiently.

Commenting, Jill Hewitt, NAAC Chief Executive said, ‘It 
is a big relief that the concession is now in place and we can 
start putting together the necessary paperwork for shearers 
to safely enter the UK. This will be another difficult year, 
working within Covid restrictions, but the NAAC has liaised 
with Government and UK industry to publish a Covid Shearing 
Checklist to ensure that shearers, wool handlers and farmers 
co-operate to keep everyone operating safely and to high 
standards of animal welfare.’

It will inevitably be a slower year; farmers are encouraged 
to get in touch with their shearers early to plan work and 
make certain everyone collaborates so that shearing can run 
as smoothly as possible.

The Covid Shearing Checklist and Shearing Register can 
be found here. https://www.naac.co.uk/shearing-register/

Notes:
1. Non-visa nationals will be able to travel to the UK, 
particularly coming from Australia and New Zealand, between 
1 April and 30 June. All those entering will only be allowed 
to stay for a three month maximum period (i.e. the latest 
expiry of leave would be 30 September), after which they are 
required to leave.
2. Shearers arriving in the UK in 2020 will need to satisfy an 
immigration officer they are here, for a temporary period, to 
be employed as a sheep shearer. The NAAC is supplying its 
members with the necessary paperwork to smooth the entry 
process and is requesting that the NAAC is notified of all 
shearers visiting the UK so that rapid assistance can provided 
if any issues arise at customs. Covid restrictions must also be 
complied with. 
3. Specific entry requirements include:
• The applicant is genuinely seeking entry for the purpose 
of undertaking employment, or providing services, as a 
sheep shearer, and must supply an appropriate contract of 
employment and
• The applicant will be able to maintain and accommodate 
himself without recourse to public funds, and
• The applicant will leave the UK at the end of their stay, and
• The applicant arrives in the UK for this purpose between 1 
April and 30 June.
For further information contact:
Jill Hewitt, NAAC Chief Executive Tel: 07889 511245 email: 
jill.hewitt@naac.co.uk

National Association of Agricultural Contractors
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Bill Vella – Mr In-between

Bill Vella (1886-1971), champion in the 
years between Raihania and Bill Higgins.

All year round work available for 
experienced and reliable shearers 

and shedhands who can ensure we 
provide a quality service  

to our clients.

We offer good quality 
accommodation, meals and vehicles 

to travel to work.

ACC tertiary accreditation & member 
NZ Shearing Contractors’ Association.

Enquiries to Pip on
03 693 8087 or 027 432 6932

By Des Williams
Bill Vella is one of half a dozen shearers 
‘profiled’ in just a sentence or two by 
Les Thomsen in a little booklet entitled 
The Discovery and Developments of 
Shearing Techniques (1971).

The booklet is a slim 16 pages 
but includes an introduction by then 
Minister of Agriculture, Hon. DJ Carter, 
who observed that the advent of Golden 
Shears had brought names like Ivan and 
Godfrey Bowen, Brian Quinn and Bill 
Potae [did he mean George Potae?] into 
the rural households of New Zealand. 

‘Mr Thomsen, in this book, records the 
historic part that an earlier generation 
of shearers played in the development of 
shearing as we know it in New Zealand 
and Australia. Mr Thomsen has written 
a modest little record, but nevertheless 
a most valuable one …

‘Too often the old-timers of our 
agricultural industries pass on before 
anyone realises that, with their passing, 
has gone a piece of our country’s history.’

Of Bill Vella, Les Thomsen wrote: 
‘Shearer and contractor – a great 
organiser. He assembled teams of New 
Zealand’s top shearers. ‘Vella’s Wool 
Hawks’, some called them and one team 
of six at Otupae in 1926 shore 2043 
sheep and a few days later 1800 in 7¼ 
hours. This remained a team tally record 
for nearly 30 years. His top tally, 376, 
was at O’Neill’s, Raetihi, about 1916.’

The accuracy of that last sentence is 
subject to some doubt but there is no 
doubt that Bill Vella was the pre-eminent 
tally man between Raihania Rimitiriu in 
the early 1900s and Bill Higgins in the 
early 1920s. 

Vella first made ‘headlines’ on 27 
December 1917 by shearing 339 ewes 
at Mr J McCarten’s shed. The Taihape 
Daily Times reported: ‘it is with pleasure 
we are able to record that Mr W. Vella, 
who was out after the record tally at Mr 
J McCarten’s shed yesterday finished 
up with the world’s record tally of 339. 
The previous best tally was 333, put up 
by Riano [sic = Raihania], but Riano’s 
tally was made on lambs. 

‘Vella’s performance is the more 
meritorious when it is considered that 
five hours were occupied on big ewes 
and this in the latter end of the day, when 

he would be feeling the strain of his 
strenuous efforts. Had the shearing been 
all lambs five or six would have been 
added to the already remarkable tally.’ 

One year to the day, Vella extended his 
record again. This time, the Wanganui 
Chronicle reported the news: ‘When W 
Vella put up the remarkable performance 
at Taihape last year of shearing 339 
sheep in nine hours, it was generally 
thought the record would stand for 
some considerable time, but this year 
this wonderful little ‘Knight of the 
Shears’ has done even better. On Friday 
December 27th, Vella, working at Mr. 
R. B. Totman’s shed at Omatani Station, 
Potaka, a few miles outside of Taihape, 
put through the phenomenal tally of 347 
sheep in nine hours, beating his own 
previous world’s record of 339 by eight. 

‘The present record was put up under 
ordinary shearing conditions, taking the 
sheep just as they came. The bona fides 
of the record cannot be questioned, as 
the manager of the station took the time 
and checked the tally. The sheep handled 
were mostly ewes with a percentage of 
lambs. Mr Vella had as pacemakers on 
the same board two mates named Joe 
Queenan and Jack Hulena, who shore 
304 and 303 respectively.   

‘Vella and his mates are well-known 
here, having visited the various sheds in 
the district for several years.’

The Thames Star of 29 January 
1919 then reported that Mr Vella and 
several other top guns had been ‘seen in 
action’ at a station in Ruatiti, owned by 
Messrs O’Neill Bros., of Wanganui, with 
narrative suggesting the 347 remained 
as Vella’s best at this time. (Contrary to 
Thomsen’s comment.) But they added an 
extra snippet: ‘A large number of visitors 
came daily from near and far to see these 
champions at work, and it is indeed a 
revelation to see the marvelous speed 
with which a sheep can be divested of his 
heavy fleece without receiving so much 
as a scratch from the shearer. 

‘On one occasion when Mr Vella 
seemed to be going at top, though not 
knowing that I was timing him, he 
dropped the fleece off a sheep in just 46 
seconds from the time he took up his 
machine till he laid it down again. I do 
not know how many seconds he could 
knock off this time if he were racing 
the clock.’ 
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And finally, Bill Vella’s time in the 
newspaper columns came to an end with 
the following, published by the Gisborne 
Times on 9 January 1920: ‘Keen rivalry 
exists in shearing records, but a one-day 
tally put up by four men in Messrs W & 
F Franklin’s shared at Mangatuna will 
take a lot of clipping to beat. The tally of 
the four men for the day was 1212, and 
this is regarded as probably a world’s 
record for nine hours machine shearing. 
The individual tallies were W Vella 361; 
G Stewart [George Stuart] 335; S Cope 
316; Burkenshaw, 212. 

‘The sheep were mostly lambs with 
a fair proportion of ewes. W Vella is 
a resident of Matamau, being a New 
Zealander of Dalmatian parentage, and 
has previously held the world’s record.’

And so, we note that Bill Vella 
increased his ‘personal best’ from 339 to 
347 to 361 in the space of three seasons, 
with the two latter tallies involving 
mobs of both ewes and lambs. Then 

along came Bill Higgins, on successive 
days in December 1923 with 383 and 
406 respectively, putting Bill Vella’s 
worthy efforts into the background 
and setting new targets to which others 
would aspire.

William Richard ‘Bill’ Vella was 
born at Paremata on 12 February 
1886 and died at Waipukurau on 15 
April 1971, aged 85. He was the son of 
Marijan and Mary Ida Vella; husband 
of Matilda (Skinner) Vella and father of 
six children. (From Internet Genealogy.) 
After his marriage to Matilda he ‘took 
up land’ at Matamau, where his wife 
also owned property, and they later 
farmed at Mangaorapa. Bill’s death 
was apparently from ‘old age – brought 
on by a tractor accident.’ He is buried 
at Waipukurau Cemetery, Porangahau 
Road, Waipukurau.

* * * * * *
Bill Vella’s father, Marijan, was a 

Dalmation  who became a sailor and 
travelled the world. He arrived in New 
Zealand as a crewman on the Rakaia, 
and settled at Paremata, near Wellington. 

Marijan married Mary Ida Furse on 4 
January 1886. She was the daughter of 
an Englishman who was also a Paremata 
fisherman. The couple would produce 
four children (Andrew, b 1884; Bill, b 
1886; Joseph, b 1888 and Ida Mary, b 
1889) before Mary died of a heart attack 
on 22 December 1889, aged 20 years.

In 1886 Marijan obtained a sub-lease 
over Mana Island from Crown lessee, 
John F Wright, who had farmed the 
island since the 1870s. He set about 
stocking the 525-acre island with sheep, 
sailing to and from the island most days 
from Paremata.

Marijan acquired a house on the island 
(ex-lighthouse keeper’s) and rebuilt 
it on the eastern side of the island. In 
1887 he built a small woolshed that still 
stands. According to the Dictionary of 
New Zealand Biography (Vol II), “At 
shearing time Mary and the children 
would come across to live at Mana.” 

That routine was abruptly shattered 
by Mary’s death but Marijan continued 
to farm the island profitably until 1894, 
when he returned to Dalmatia in search 
of a new wife. He married Elizabetta 
Caterina Tarabochia from the small 
island of Lussin in the Adriatic Sea on 3 
September 1894 and the couple returned 
to New Zealand later that year. They 
travelled via the Wairarapa from Sydney 
to Auckland – the ship was wrecked on 
Great Barrier Island just after midnight 
on 29 October 1894 with the loss of 121 

lives. Marijan and Elizabetta managed 
to reach the shore along with 83 other 
survivors, but all their possessions were 
lost in the shipwreck.

A report in the New Zealand Times 
dated 14 November 1894 describes 
an eye-witness account of the trauma 
experienced by passengers: ‘Now with 
regard to Mrs Vella. As mentioned in my 
evidence, she was washed overboard and 
Mr Vella hearing her cries, dived into the 
water in the darkness and succeeded in 
finding his wife and placed her upon a 
piece of wreckage. During this time the 
darkness was intense, and a heavy sea 
was rolling in. When daylight came he 
was able to climb with his wife into the 
rigging and they were saved.’

Despite these setbacks, the family 
resettled at Paremata and the second 
marriage produced four more children. 
Marijan continued farming Mana Island, 
eventually passing the lease over to his 
son Andrew, who kept it until his death 
in 1951. The lease was transferred from 
the Vella family to John Gault in 1953.  
It is understood Bill Vella was also 
involved in the Mana Island farming 
enterprise with Andrew, probably prior 
to moving to the Hawke’s Bay.

Marijan Vella (originally Vela) died 
at Wellington on 5 September 1929. He 
is buried in the graveyard of St Joseph’s 
Catholic Church at Pauatahanui. 
Elizabetta survived until 1960, and is 
buried alongside him.

Ref: New Zealand Shipwrecks 1975-
1970; CWN Ingram, Reed, 1972.)

Posthumous Honour for Stan Artridge
We paid tribute to the late Stan Artridge  
(Sports Shear Australia judge and 
referee) (pictured left, above) in 
Shearing magazine April 2020. Stan 
died in Victoria on 23 December 2019. 
The Australian Government has further 
recognised his service to the wool 
industry and community by awarding 
him, posthumously, the Medal of the 
Order of Australia (OAM). (Australian 
New Year Honours, January 2021). 
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Chalky White’s ‘world record’
By Des Williams
Southland’s country district of Gore gained some newspaper 
space recently with the world record-setting exploits of Megan 
Whitehead, her family and support team. (See page 12 of this 
edition for our report on Megan’s magical 661 lambs shorn in 
nine hours on 14 January of this year.)

Another shearer from the Gore district – Waikaka Valley – 
made headlines nearly eighty years ago, for similar exploits. 
Headlines, you say? Well, more like a couple of paragraphs 
tucked away at the bottom of page 12 in the New Zealand 
Herald.

The Papers Past story, emanating from London on 24 
January 1943, was about New Zealanders with farming (or 
rural) backgrounds who were then Spitfire Squadron fighter 
pilots with the British Fighter Command. One, described in the 
story as ‘ex-farmer, Sergeant L S McQueen-White, Waikaka 
Valley, claims the world’s record for sheep shearing, having 
sheared 432 sheep in eight hours and a half.’

(To avoid on-going confusion here, let me note the man’s 
correct surname was White, with Christian names Leslie 
Samuel McQueen – no hyphen intended or required.)

But the New Zealand Herald on 26 January 1943, showing rare 
flair for investigative journalism, added a footnote to the main 
story: ‘The claim made for Sergeant L.S. McQueen-White, of 
Waikaka Valley, Southland, to have established a world’s record 
in shearing 432 sheep in eight and a half hours, if it satisfied the 
conditions, would entitle the airman to that honour.

‘It is possible that he is identical with Mr “Sonny” White, 
who is on record as having sheared at Sherbrook Station, 
Pehiri, near Gisborne, 433 sheep in nine hours. In this case 
it was not possible to obtain a certificate that the shearer had 
caught all his own sheep, so that it could not rank as a world’s 
record. Even with the sheep being caught for him, it was an 
outstanding effort,’ the Herald concluded.

The Gisborne Herald, a day later, said the story, if 
substantiated, would make the airman’s tally ‘better than the 
tally put up in Mr Francis Stafford’s shed on Sherbrook Station, 
near Gisborne, 10 years ago when a member of a Maori gang, 
Mr Sonny White, got through 433 sheep in nine hours.’

And the Auckland Star on 2 February 1943, added this 
snippet, in a piece relating to recent high tallies in the North 
Island: ‘An impetus to the discussion has been given by the 
Cable message from London on January 24 that Sergeant 
L.S.M. White claimed the world’s record for sheep shearing 
with 432 sheep in eight and a half hours. Sergeant White is a 
son of Mr and Mrs J.E. White, of Waikaka Valley. After leaving 
the Gore High School he worked on his father’s farm. He took 
up shearing and worked in sheds in various parts of Southland. 
He also made several shearing trips to Australia.’

Well, from this writer’s perspective, Sonny White’s 433 
on 17 December 1934 still gets mentioned in most narratives 
relating to the history and evolvement of world record tallies. 
Sergeant LSM White’s achievement, on the other hand, is 
limited to the two newspaper references above. And to claim 
a world record in the circumstances might be akin to saying 
he would have broken the world one-mile record if he hadn’t 
tripped over fifty yards from the finish line! 

But who was this Waikaka, Southland, farmer, LSM White? 
Quite a character, as some detailed research reveals. When 
the story came out from London, White was one of nine 
New Zealand farmers in 485 (NZ) Squadron, RAF, based at 
Driffield in Yorkshire. 

Born at East Gore on 24 May 1917, ‘Chalky’ enlisted at 
24-years-of-age and began pilot training at Levin in July 1941. 
He then spent time in Saskatoon, Canada, receiving further 
training under the Commonwealth Air Training Plan. He was 
then posted to England and 485 Spitfire Squadron. He flew 
marauding missions until 22 August 1943, when he and three 
other members of the Squadron were shot down over occupied 
France, with White coming to ground near Le Havre. One 
died; White and two others survived.

Above: Mr LSM ‘Chalky’ White with wife, Lorna and daughter 
Mere, c1968 (from Pilot on the Run.) 

DAVIS SHEARING 
CONTRACTING

Covering Otago, Southland and further afield 
from our bases at Gore, Milton and Balclutha
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They were flying under command of another Southland 
man, Johnny Checketts, at the time when they encountered a 
large force of enemy fighters approaching at the same altitude. 
Checketts mentioned (in his book, The Road to Biggin Hill) 
that he had earlier recommended White for a commission 
(promotion to officer), the gazettal for which had come through 
from Headquarters the very day he was shot down. Checketts 
himself would be shot down a month or so later and live to 
tell the tale (obviously).

White’s travails (as told to author and ex-air gunner, Errol 
Braithwaite) were detailed in a book, Pilot on the Run, 
published in 1986. ‘Flight Sergeant Chalky White was captured 
by the Germans. Within 45 minutes he had knocked out his 
guard and escaped. He walked, took trains, was helped by 
French people, avoided one attempt at betrayal and made his 
way south to the Pyrenees. Helped by a smuggler, involved 
in a gun battle with the Germans, he climbed the Pyrenees in 
espadrilles (rope-soled sandals).’ 

On reaching the British Consulate in Barcelona he was 
locked up as a suspected spy. If White thought he had reached 
salvation after a three-and-a-half-week ordeal, he soon had 
to think again. Going through the name, rank, serial number 
routine wasn’t quite enough for the Consular official. Noting 
the time it had taken White to get to Barcelona didn’t leave 
much time for him to be a prisoner-of-war. 

‘How long were you a prisoner?’ he was asked. 
‘About three quarters of an hour!’
‘Oh.’ 
The official informed White that his story ‘didn’t sound very 

probable’ and he would be required to ‘remain here, for the 
time being, under surveillance.’

After a time, Chalky was facing up to another interrogator, 
going through the name, rank, etc. routine again.

Home address? ‘Strathway, Gore, Conical Hill R.D., Otago, 
New Zealand.’ Told that he didn’t look much like a New 
Zealander, White asked what he was meant to look like. 

‘English, or Maori.’ 
‘I’m of Scottish, Irish and Maori [Ngai Tahu] descent, with 

a little bit of Jewish thrown in. What could be less English 
than that?’ Asked to clarify ‘Strathway’ (actually Strathroy), 
White explained it was the name of the 300-acre sheep and 
cattle family farm near Gore that he came from. 

Eventually cleared of suspicion of being involved in 
espionage, Chalky White was taken to the British Embassy 
in Madrid where, in Braithwaite’s book, we receive another 
snippet about his shearing background. He entered a Group-
Captain’s office, uninvited, and said, ‘I want a word with you, 
mate.’ 

Kirkpatrick Shearing is looking for quality shearers, 
wool handlers & pressman for our busy main shear 
season – mid-November to approx end of February 
and our second shear season – mid-May to end of 
July, in the Gisborne Region.

Must be reliable and have a good attitude towards 
mahi, fellow workers and clients. Must have own 
accommodation. All enquiries welcomed.
06 867 5552; 0274 348 241 (Ian); 0276 543 345 (Beth)

ianbeth@xtra.co.nz

Above: Fifty-five Romney sheep and one ram, transported 
from Dunedin to Gisborne by DC3 aircraft, 1965. (From 
Gisborne Photo News, 11 August 1965.)

Above: Chalky and Mrs White, welcoming the arrival of their 
live cargo at Gisborne’s Darton Field from Dunedin. (From 
Gisborne Photo News, 11 August 1965.)
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The officer, with an icy presence ‘backed by absolute faith 
in the inviolability of his position,’ said, ‘I beg your pardon, 
Flight-Sergeant?’ ‘But Chalky, who had, in his time, stood 
toe-to-toe, eyeball-to-eyeball with an Australian shearers’ 
union shop steward, was not cowed.’

The New Zealand Government, meantime, had kept 
Chalky’s family informed of his ‘missing in action’ status and, 
much later, confirmation that he was safe in neutral territory. 
Eventually, he returned to England, flew more missions and 
was promoted to Flight Lieutenant before returning to New 
Zealand, in November 1945.

‘Chalky went back to shearing within a month of coming 
home. Out of training for such work, he found that, (to quote 
his own words), “I sweated too much and I thought there must 
be an easier way to make money; so I went and bought five 
trainloads of sheep without any money …” 

‘He sold them again at a price which enabled him to pay 
for them before the vendors had time to become alarmed, and 
which showed a good profit. With the profit, he set himself up 
on his own farm. 

‘He is, today, a rather more than ordinarily successful sheep 
farmer, carrying some 12,000 sheep and running about 1200 
head of cattle. The personal qualities which served him so 
well in war were no less useful in peace. He was prepared to 
take risks but he backed them up and ensured their success 
with muscle and sweat and vigour, and that indomitable and 
somewhat impatient spirit of ‘give-it-a-go’.’

‘… When Chalky White has a job on, any kind of job, you 
can feel it. Anything that isn’t part of the job is an interruption. 
You might say that when you see him physically or spiritually 
on the run, sooner or later you realise – Chalky White isn’t 
running away from anything. He’s running to get back to 
something, so that he can complete whatever it was that he 
started out to do. He’s been doing it all his life. 

‘They [the Germans] didn’t have a hope of detaining a man 
like that,’ Braithwaite concludes.

On his return from the War, Chalky White went back to 
farming in the Gore area, eventually taking over the family 
farm, ‘Strathroy’, about five kilometres from Waikaka. There 
he and his wife Lorna raised a family of three – Mere, Jim 
and Les (RIP 2018). 

Then, in 1965, the family moved to Waingakia Station, near 
Ruatoria. That move made the ‘Gisborne Photo News’ on 11 
August 1965, partly because Chalky had flown 55 in-lamb 
Romney ewes and one ram from Dunedin to Gisborne in a 
DC3 freighter. ‘Weighing a total of 6000lb, the sheep were the 
biggest live-stock consignment air-freighted into Gisborne.’

Waingakia Station is now owned by Chalky White’s children 
and managed on their behalf by Jim (Chalky’s son) and his wife, 
Awhina, A 65-hectare block of bush on the station received 
protection under a Queen Elizabeth II Covenant in 2009.

Jim says Chalky didn’t talk too much about his shearing 
days, but knows he spent some time in Australia, shearing 
at a place where it hadn’t rained for ten years. Chalky told a 
story of how, one day, the Shearers’ rep decided they weren’t 
working because the sheep were wet! (Perhaps that’s where 
the ‘eyeballing the Union official’ incident mentioned in the 
book comes into play!)

And daughter Mere adds that he was very much a quality 
shearer and was forever, as a farmer, correcting the shearers 
and would be annoyed if sheep were cut.

Jim White recalls Waingakia Station being isolated by 
slips during the aftermath of Cyclone Bola in March 1988. A 
helicopter pilot dropped in to see if they needed any supplies 
or assistance. ‘Tobacco!’ Chalky replied.

Flight-Lieutenant LSM ‘Chalky’ White, would-be shearing 
world record holder, Spitfire fighter pilot and 45-minute 
prisoner-of-war, died at Ruatoria in July 1988, aged 71, and is 
buried at Te Puia cemetery.

All of which just leaves us pondering, how many more sheep 
might Chalky White have shorn if he’d worked the full nine 
hours doing that tally prior to World War II? Four hundred 
and fifty-plus? That would have put him in the same realm 
as Godfrey and Ivan Bowen, but possibly 10-12 years earlier. 

Ref: Braithwaite, Errol: Pilot on the Run – The Epic Escape 
from Occupied France of Flight Sergeant L.S.M. (Chalky) 
White, RNZAF;  1986.)
Orange, Vincent: Johnny Checketts: The Road to Biggin Hill. 
Grub Street Publishing, London, 2006.

Above: Chalky and Mrs Lorna White with Air Commodore 
Al Deere and Mrs Joan Deere at Waingakia Station, near 
Ruatoria. Note the signage, befitting a former 45-minutes 
prisoner-of-war! (From Pilot on the Run.)

Pleasant Point, South Canterbury
Quality Shearers, Woolhandlers & pressers wanted 

between the months of January - March & June - October. 
Competitive wage rates  

Call Anthony Frew  0276 148 089
eweneedus@outlook.com
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Above: Judges of all that is good and proper in woolhandling at Aria Sports, from left: Peter De Lange, Hine Thompson, 
Hanatia Tipene, Dayna Te Aho, Bo Mereana Paku-Clark, Linda Tarrant, Holly Tarrant and Daryl Croad. In front: Joel 
Henare (commentator) and Arianna Woolston (scoring assistant).

INSIST ON “ACE “   
at Farmlands , Wrightsons 
or your local farm shops  
COVER COMBS 
FLAT COMBS 
CUTTERS  
We have plenty in 
stock  
Get in quick so 
you don’t miss out 

ACE SHEARING GEAR 
FOR QUALITY & SERVICE YOU CAN TRUST 

 

Door to Door service 
Any queries?  
Ph: Leon 0275914361  
Email: info@acequip.co.nz 
Website: aceshearing.co.nz 

 KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK & KEEP SAFE 
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Allies Mulligan – POW shearer
Slow Shearing Record 
(Gisborne Herald, 23 August 1943)

‘Gisborne holds the record for fast 
sheep shearing with more than 400 in 
a nine-hour day. An East Coast soldier 
in a prison camp in Germany tells of 
what must be the world's record for slow 
motion shearing. 

‘Private A. Mulligan, who has been a 
prisoner since the campaign in Greece, 
and who is in Stalag 8B, Germany 
[Poland, actually], tells the story in a 
letter to his mother, Mrs A Mulligan, 
Hautanoa, Tokomaru Bay. 

‘There is a country hostel just down 
from our camp, and the chap who runs 
it owns a fair bit of land,” the letter 
states. ‘He does not run stock. It is used 
for harvesting. He keeps what stock he 
has, which is not many, in stables. Our 
guards have their meals there. He must 
have asked the corporal if any of us knew 
how to shear, because the corporal asked 
me, and I said I knew a bit about it. 

‘Then he said they had four sheep 
down there. I think it is the first time they 
have seen a sheep shorn properly. It took 
me about an hour and a half with a blade 
shear, whereas last year, they said it took 
four of them a whole day to do one.’

* * * * * *
Private Mulligan had an earlier letter 
home published by the Gisborne Herald 
on 30 September 1941, with the following 
explanation: ‘Prisoners of war taken in 
Greece and Crete from units of the New 
Zealand and Australian forces have had 
the advantage of being treated for their 

wounds in hospitals manned by doctors 
and orderlies from the Dominions, many 
of whom have escaped the enemy, but 
elected to remain behind to look after 
their wounded compatriots.’ 

The note also explained the letter 
had been sent from the 5th Australian 
General Hospital and had been written 
on Private Mulligan’s behalf by an 
orderly, because of his wounded hand.

The letter described Private Mulligan’s 
situation: ‘I have a couple of slight 
wounds one of which is in the hand, I do 
not want you to worry as I am perfectly 
alright and am receiving the best of 
attention. After I leave this hospital I 

Private 39170 AA Mulligan (Tokomaru 
Bay) 28th (Maori) Battalion 2nd NZEF 
– a sheep-shearing Prisoner of War.

shall probably be a prisoner of war, so I 
expect for the duration of the war to be 
away from all hostilities. You can expect 
to see me home one day safe and sound.

‘I understand I am allowed to write 
a one page letter once a month, and as 
I expect to have plenty of time on my 
hands, you can expect a letter at least 
once a month and next time I will be 
able to write my own letter.

‘I am being looked after by some 
boys from Sydney, and I cannot find 
words to express my praise for them. 
They are assisted by ladies of the Greek 
Red Cross Society and they are doing a 
wonderful job.’ 

Private Mulligan mentioned that on 
the day of his writing the letter (29 
March 1943) they had their first drop 
of rain for three or four months, and as 
a result the prisoners had a day inside.

* * * * * *
Further investigation by Shearing 
magazine confirms the letter writer was 
Private 39170 Mulligan, Allies Anzac, of 
C Company, 28th Maori Battalion, who 
was one of about 80 Battalion members 
captured by German paratroop forces at 
Kalamata, southern Greece, on 29 April 
1941. Allied forces were being evacuated 
from Greece but the one ship waiting in 
Kalamata Bay had to leave about several 
hundred soldiers behind, including Pte. 
Mulligan.

One can hardly start imagining, in this 
day and age of instant communication, 
what it was like for families at home 
awaiting news of their loved ones away 
serving in the War.

Private Mulligan [born about a year 
after the Gallipoli landings during 
WWI] was described as a 23-year-old 
labourer when recruited to the Maori 
Battalion on 20 October 1939.  He 
undertook his military training at 
Palmerston North before being posted 
overseas with C Company in May 
1940, sailing on HMT Aquitania from 
Wellington. 

Author Monty Soutar (Nga Tama Toa) 
describes the wooden bunks and slung 
hammocks on the ship as a ‘huge step 
up from the shearers’ quarters and back-
station accommodation many of the C 
Company men were used to.’ 

Te Anau Shearing 
Ltd

We have jobs available June 
- August and Dec - April for 

people who are reliable, have 
good work ethics and positive 

attitudes.
Meals, accommodation and 

travel provided
Phone Andrew on 

027 434 8108 or 03 249 7035
ajclegg@xtra.co.nz

GRANT MURDOCH 
SHEARING

Kurow 
(Member NZSCA)

Positions available for reliable, 
experienced finewool shearers and 

shedhands for pre-lamb. Mid-July to 
end of October.

 
Great working environment, 

accommodation available, top pay 
rates, meals and transport provided.

For all enquiries call Grant 
on 0274 307 678 

or office 03 4360436
gmurdochshearing@xtra.co.nz
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The Battalion eventually reached England and spent the rest 
of 1940 in training camps. In late March 1941, C Company 
landed in Greece and, for Allies, his ‘active service’ would 
last about a month. He was posted ‘Missing’ on an official list 
published by the Gisborne Herald on 29 May 1941. A few days 
later he was listed in the same paper as a Prisoner of War, and 
as ‘Wounded POW” by the Evening Star on 17 July 1941. Four 
long years later he was recorded as ‘Safe in the UK’.

Allies’ grand-neice, Stella Hambrook and grand-nephew, 
Jamie Hutana, add to the story: ‘Allies eventually escaped 
from the prison camp and was taken into protection by a Polish 
family until able to return to his own troops and C Company. 
Little other details are known of these ‘escapades’ but on his 
return home he was able to speak fluent German, a language 
he regarded as  having some similarity to Maori,’ Stella says. 
‘Allies was such a lovely man with a very gentle nature.’

Allies eventually arrived back in New Zealand and 
returned to live on the East Coast, where he undertook a 
variety of work, including at the freezing works (Gisborne) 
and as a Council gardener. He married Heni Huia Houia and, 
although the couple had no children of their own, they raised a 
whangai (child from within the wider family) daughter named 
Charmaine Naden (1956–2009). Allies also played rugby after 
the War for Waima United in the East Coast club competition.

Several of Allies’ whanau also served in World War II and 
his father, Tori Tanara Mulligan, had served with the Maori 
Pioneer Battalion in World War I. 

And though it seems Private 39170 Allies Anzac Mulligan 
never shore another sheep on his return from active service, 
he may well be unique in the annals of world shearing history 
as the only man to shear a flock of (four) ‘German’ sheep, with 
blades, while being held as a prisoner-of-war. 

Allies died at Gisborne on 5 July 1982, aged 66 and Heni 
died at Gisborne on 20 February 1983, aged 71. They are both 
buried at Taruheru Cemetery.
References:
Stella Tichborne-Hambrook and Jamie Hutana, pers comms.
Papers Past/Gisborne Herald 1941-1945.
Soutar, Monty: Nga Tama Toa (C Company 28 (Maori)  
Battalion 1939-1945: David Bateman 2008.
Cody, JF: 28 (Maori) Battalion, Second New Zealand 
Expeditionary Force (Facsimile edition), John Douglas 
Publishing, 2012.

Above: New Zealand Prisoners of War, detained in German Stalag VIII B, Lamsdorf, Poland, c1942. Pte Mulligan is seated 
fourth right. Opposite: Sheep on Matahiia Station, near Ruatoria, 1940. Sheep that Allies Mulligan and others of C 

Company, 28 (Maori) Battalion might have shorn had not 
World War II demanded their services elsewhere. (Papers 
Past image). Below: Allies and Heni (right) with Charmaine 
Naden (second right) and Lena Naden on the occasion of 
Charmaine’s 21st birthday, c1977.)

Above: Allies Mulligan’s father, Tori Tanara Mulligan 
(standing second left) with the Maori Pioneer Battalion in 
England prior to heading for Europe during World War I.
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Conlan brothers in public art tribute
By Bernie Walker
Recognition of two of Taradale, Victoria’s, best known 
residents took place on 15 December 2020 when a new 
public art tribute was unveiled by the Mount Alexander Shire 
Council and the Taradale Community Forum. 

Located at the Taradale Mineral Springs Reserve, the much 
anticipated art piece honours local brothers and champion 
shearers Mark and John Conlan who claimed a world record 
by each shearing 426 Perendale lambs in 7¼ hours before 
they ran out of sheep.  

The tribute is a plasma cut steel sheet showing the brothers 
as they were setting the record and is mounted on a steel 
artist’s easel.  It was designed and made by Barkers Creek 
artist Richard Yates.  

The Conlan family were early settlers at Taradale having 
arrived at the time of the Gold Rush.  Mark and John were 
brothers of Matthew and Luke in a family of eleven.  John 
once said there were kids everywhere when he was young and 
there should have been more but foxes took a couple.  They 
set the record with the old narrow (2½”) gear and observers 
at the attempt said well over 900 would have been shorn had 
sufficient sheep been available.  

It was reported that record-breaking New Zealand shearer 
John Fagan was staggered when a New Zealand radio station 
announced the day after he had shorn his record 740 lambs 
that Australians John and Mark Conlan had each shorn 852.  
Fagan was reported to have said, ‘It’s not bloody possible!’ 
so he was quite relieved when he learnt the facts.

The Conlan’s record attempt took place in the ‘Braeside’ 
shed of Mr Des Whiteley at Cobaw, between Kyneton and 
Lancefield.  He also supplied the lambs.  Witnessed by a large 
crowd the Conlans shore lamb for lamb all day.  

The record was set on 14 December 1979. It was quite a 
family affair as their brothers Matthew and Luke were in 
the pens while Des Whiteley’s sisters looked after the wool.

Above: Brothers Mark and John Conlan, all-time great, 
record-breaking Australian shearers. (Don Vickers photo.)
Below: Taradale shearing champion John Conlan and artist 
Richard Yates pose with the public art tribute. (Kyneton 
Guardian photo.)

The brothers won many championships during their 
competition careers with Mark winning the Golden Shears 
World Championship in Perth in 1986 when he defeated New 
Zealand’s David Fagan and Rick Pivac in the final.  Australian 
Open Champion in 1981, Mark also won the Australian 
Golden Shears Open title four years in succession, 1981-1984, 
before the Australian Workers Union banned competition 
with New Zealand.

Mark and John are both members of the Australian 
Shearers Hall of Fame at Hay, New South Wales, the only 
brothers to achieve this unique honour.  Sadly, Mark died in 
2012 at the age of 58 after a battle with cancer.

JEFF DORSET 
SHEARING

ROTORUA
TO OUR CLIENTS WE OFFER

• Drug-free gangs
• H&S Policy systems in place
• Proven shearing and woolhandling services

TO OUR EMPLOYEES WE OFFER
• A drug-free environment
• (Mandatory testing by NZTDDA)
• Above NZSCA recommended rates
• Accommodation, food, transport, emeries – all 

provided at no expense

Jeff – 027 492 0758
Office – 021 414 914 jeffdorset@xtra.co.nz 

We support all that is best in shearing
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Norwood New Zealand 
Rural Sports Awards 

Shearing Sports competitors enjoyed 
a very successful night at the seventh 
annual New Zealand Rural Sports 
Awards, held at Palmerston North on 
12 March 2021. Rowland Smith, Keryn 
Herbert, Greg Herrick and Warren 
White all won the categories in which 
they were nominated. Their detailed 
citations were as follows:
PTS Logistics New Zealand Rural 
Sportsman of the Year: Rowland 
Smith: Winning more than 160 Open 
finals since the start of the 2006-2007 
season, including multiple Golden 
Shears and New Zealand titles, and 
the 2014 World Championship in 
Ireland – Rowland Smith is certain 
to be one of the best shearers in New 
Zealand. In March 2020, Rowland 
Smith won the Golden Shears Open 
title for a 7th time, overtaking the six 
of original Golden Shears household 
name Brian ‘Snow’ Quinn and now 
second only to the 16 of Sir David 
Fagan. Continually striving to be the 
best, Rowland now has his sights set on 
the 2023 World Championship. Not just 
a keen competitor, Rowland also takes 
a keen interest in the development of 
young shearers and is the key instructor 
and motivator at the Great Raihania 
Shears secondary school competition 
at the Hawke’s Bay A&P Show.
Skel lerup New Zealand Rural 
Sportswoman of the Year: Keryn 
Herbert: Having competed in 15 open 
woolhandling finals in the 2019-2020 
season across New Zealand - from 
Winton in the south, to Taumarunui 
and Rotorua in the north – Keryn 
Herbert established herself as the 
contender to beat. After winning five of 
the competitions (including the North 
Island Circuit Final at Golden Shears) 
and coming runner up six times, Keryn 
staked her claim as the number one 
ranked open wool handler of the season 
for her fifth time. With more than two 
decades of exceptional wool handling 
experience, Keryn is no stranger to 
the spotlight. Since 2005, Keryn has 
won 48 Open Finals, represented New 
Zealand nine times in TransTasman 
Tests, and won a World teams title 
in Wales. Always hungry for more, 
Keryn is now gearing up to claim the 
prestigious Golden Shears title in 2021.
Levno Outstanding Contribution 
To Rural Sport: Warren White: 
President of the Waimate Shears 

Shears movement, following a long-
standing tradition of past presidents. 
As is the case with most Golden 
Shears presidents the job doesn’t really 
end – Greg, and the others can still be 
seen in the Golden Shears; expansive 
army each year, putting out chairs, 
welcoming official guests and in other 
roles. (Greg was a joint winner with 
Sally Mallinson (sheep dog trials), 
Curly Troon (gumboot throwing), Nick 
Liefting (fencing) and Sheree Taylor 
(woodchopping).
The Rural Sports Supreme Award 
winner was Stephanie McNair from 
Palmerston North, who earlier won the 
New Zealand Rural Youth Sportsperson 
of the Year category.

* * * * * *

Championships Society since 2005, 
elevated the Woolhandling and Shearing 
sport following the unpredictable 
circumstances for competitions due to 
the COVID-19 Crisis. An unforgettable 
contr ibution, Warren set tled the 
industry’s uncertainty, adding the 
South Island Woolhandling Finals and 
Winter Comb Open Shearing Event to 
the programme, which promoted the 
resurrection of the National Shearing 
Circuit which had been at risk of 
cancellation. Alongside the Waimate 
Shears Championships Society, 
Warren also runs the annual Waimate, 
New Zealand Spring Shearing and 
Woolhandling Championships - one 
of the top-three Shearing Sports 
Competitions in New Zealand. Aiming 
to stage the best shearing sports 
competition possible, Warren hopes 
to bring the World Championships to 
Waimate in the future. (Warren was a 
joint winner with Murray and Deneece 
Goldsworthy (harness racing).
Toyota Lifetime Legacy To Rural 
Sport: Greg Herrick – A Golden 
Shears Open Shearing championship 
finalist in 1983, Greg Herrick has 
dedicated his life to the sport, including 
becoming president of the Golden Shears 
International Shearing Championships 
Society in Masterton, and chairman 
of the Golden Shears World Council, 
overseeing the World championships 
in an era more than doubling the 
number of countries involved. In 2019, 
Greg celebrated 50 years of service, 
including 16 years as the Chairman of 
the Golden Shears World Council, the 
recognised World body for shearing 
sports. The top Wairarapa shearer 
retired from the World Council in 2019, 
but aims to continue serving the Golden 

Above: Shearing Sports winners at the New Zealand Rural Sports Awards 2021, 
from left: Rowland Smith, Keryn Herbert, Greg Herrick and Warren White.

Phone Colin on 022 183 2200
or 06 879 5553

www.shearingnz.co.nz

Like to come shearing in the 
sunny Hawkes Bay? 

We have jobs available from mid-
May to end of September and 
mid-October through to March for 
seasonal  staff. 

If you’d like to move here  to live 
we have permanent positions 
available for the right people. All 
you need is a good work ethic and 
your gear.

Accommodation available. 

Sponsor, North Island Woolhandling Circuit
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Tips for Pressers
Former Golden Shears woolpressing champion Lachie Nixon 
(Pairs, with Willie Sharp 1996 and 1997) offers a few tips 
for young pressers, gained from his years of experience in 
the sheds:
• When you first get to the shed, make yourself known 

to the farmer; it is important that you get on with him 
through establishing a good relationship.

• Check there are clips, plenty of fadges, marking pen, 
raddle, toilet paper, clean water, electric jug, emery 
papers.

• If its a crankdon press, check all bolts are tight. I carried 
a toolkit with me, containing crescent spanner, vice-
grips, hammer and a supply of three-and four-inch nails.

• When your first bale is full check the counters, then you 
will know how many fleeces it takes to fill the bale, and 
how long it takes. This helps so you can have the press 
empty at smokos and lunch to do your oddments.

• When ‘Sheep-O’ is called, try to fill all the pens and 
forcing pens.

• Establish good relationships with the woolhandlers and 
help them if you have time; they will help you in return.

• If a shearer comes in while you are penning up, leave 
a few sheep in his pen all day. He will soon get the 
message.

• When getting close to the cut out, have a count of how 
many sheep are left and you will know to make the 
bales heavier or lighter and this allows you to finish on 
a full bale.

It’s  bit different on no-tramp presses, but we didn’t have 
many of them. I hope these notes help young pressers to 
improve their skills. We all know it is the hardest job in the 
shed! Cheers!
(Lachie Nixon, Masterton.)

What are your instructions for operating these presses, Mr 
Nixon? Above: A pre-World War II electric press made by 
GC Pilcher Ltd of Invercargill, being operated by Willy 
Wilson of Willowbank, Cromwell. (This photo appeared in 
the November 1992 edition of Shearing magazine.) Below, 
opposite: A home-made press at Beckshaven Station, era 
possibly late 1890s or early 1900s. The small bales were 
termed ‘pockets’ and made that size so they could be carried 
by pack horse and then transported out to ships waiting off-
shore. (Alexander Turnbull Library G2444 1/1.) Below: An 
illustration from the shed visitor book at Malcolm O’Dwyer’s 
Tikokino property (see page 54). The drawing is by Malcolm’s 
son, Lionel, from about 20 years ago. The explanation: ‘This 
is my press and that’s my 195th bale.’ Malcolm O’Dwyer rated 
both his sons, Lionel and Callum as excellent pressers. Not 
without artistic talent, too, we suggest. 
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Top and Above: Pairs from Aria Sports. Junior shearer 
Maureen Chaffey and Novice shearer Sean Fagan (son of Neil) 
with woolhandlers Rahera Kerr and Kyle Mita, respectively. 
Maureen was next in to the junior final; Sean won the novice 
event; Kyle was third in the novice woolhandling behind 
Rongomai and Sheena Maru, and Rahera finished second in 
the junior woolhandling behind Topia Barrowcliffe. Judges 
in the frames are Colin Couchman (top) and Paul Avery.

More from Aria Sports: Top: Jason Ballantyne; Centre: 
Conan Te Kene; Above: Mike Harris and Topia Barrowcliffe.

Kirkpatrick Shearing
Hawkes Bay

We’re looking for reliable shearers, woolhandlers 
and pressers for main shear mid-November to 1st 
February. Also winter shear, mid-May to mid-July.

Training will be available
Contact John Kirkpatrick or 

Raylene Kirkpatrick on 021 887 843
   kirkpatrickshearing@gmail.com
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We have vacancies for professional 
shearers, shedhands and pressers to 
staff our Ashburton-based shearing run. 
We offer excellent accommodation, 
top pay rates and steady, year-round 
work with busy main-shear and pre-
lamb runs.

Phone: Office 03 302 7541; 
Grant Smith 0272 413  010 

By Jills Angus Burney
Heard of WOMOLife? Me neither. At 
least, not before their 18 December 2020 
Facebook post on Shearingworldwide.  
A former English physiotherapist, 
Laura Hancock announced the new 
wool harvesting provider. A trading 
name, WOMOLife (meaning ‘Work 
wise, Move wise’), is owned by a 
Martinborough-based management 
consultant, Alister Shennan. 

If that name was as a confusing to you 
as it was to me, even more staggering 
was the eye-watering amount of money 
WOMOLife had secured in what is 
effectively, its start-up grant. One point 
eight million dollars ($1.8m) from the 
taxpayer. The Provincial Growth Fund 
(PGF), to be exact.  

Not surprising that eyebrows were 
raised in the comments on Facebook.  
This was a staggering amount of dosh 
handed out to a company that mostly 
everyone in the New Zealand shearing 
industry had never heard of, let alone 
Shennan’s online host companies, South 
African ‘Agracademy’ and NSW-based 
‘E-Academy’, or his new industry 
training vehicles, ‘Agricademy Ltd 
(2018)’ and ‘Ecademy Ltd (2019)’.  

The PGF funding campaign was a 
forward-thinking strategy pursued in 
2019 by former NZ Shearing Contractors 
Association (NZSCA) Chief Executive, 
Mark Robinson, in conjunction with 
numerous interested parties, including 
Elite Shearing Industry Training, the 
Southland Institute of Technology (SIT) 
and Telford.

Reading through the PGF notes from 
the NZSCA application shows the short 

history of agricultural industry training.  
The 1999 privatisation of the NZ Wool 

Board programme saw the formation 
of Merino NZ, and the former wool 
harvesting trainer, Tectra. Tectra 
survived much of the next fifteen years 
in part because they were still a national 
structure set up as bidders from the 
early 2000s for the Tertiary Education 
Commission (TEC) industry funding.   

So as to understand the impact of 
constant industry reinvention, this is 
the sixth restructure of wool harvesting 
services in ten years.  From consolidation 
of industry training providers by the 
government in 2011 and then funding 
models squeezed the tenders and training 
changed again in 2014 and 2015, on a 
seemingly constant basis.  

The first of these came from a desire 
and extensive lobbying from several 
shearing contractors to tap into the 
TEC funding, and to deliver their own 
training programmes. It was a process 
championed by former Kaikoura MP and 
Golden Shears champion shearer, Colin 
King, a then government spokesman on 
industry training.  

A second restructure occurred when 
fifteen individual new providers secured 
public TEC funding through the Primary 
ITO avenue in 2012/13. Perhaps not 
surprisingly, all but a couple of providers 
failed to reach their targets to undertake 
industry training for the amalgamated 
Primary ITO, who in turn governed the 
agricultural apprenticeship scheme.  

The third restructure was when 
Primary ITO itself amalgamated with 
the former AgITO, HortITO, and Meat 

ITO (sheep and beef), Turf ITOs and 
various Dairy NZ training programmes. 
However, within eighteen months this 
reformed structure also collapsed and the 
Primary ITO apprenticeship programme 
to rural NZ has greatly declined. 

In a fourth attempt at providing 
industry training, in 2014-2016 the 
NZSCA stepped up with a fresh entity 
called ‘Te Ako Wools’, using the same 
experienced former Tectra trainers.  
Te Ako Wools was controversially 
underwritten by the NZSCA, whose 
membership weren’t entirely happy with 
funds establishing a training entity, as 
picking up a somewhat poisoned chalice 
to fill the gap in their training market. 

There was no small effort by Otago 
shearing contractor, Jock Martin and his 
team at Te Ako Wools as they valiantly 
struggled to establish a foothold in 
turning wool industry training into a 
profitable entity.  

Predictably, Te Ako suffered from 
further government funding reforms 
in 2015, switching funding from 
enrolments (at the start of the year) to 
completions (at the end of a year).  The 
collapse of Te Ako saw wool harvesting 
training slide a fast slump straight back 
to the depths of 2011 with training and 
the apprenticeship scheme once again 
in disarray.  

Enter Alister Shennan, then Primary 
ITO General Manager (Customers and 
field delivery) to make a public apology at 
the NZSCA Queenstown conference in 
2016.  His acknowledgement – shearing 
industry training had been a victim of 
unsuccessful government reforms –
mistakes in those structural reforms that 
led to consequences. No surprises that 
the biggest consequence by the end of 
2016, there was no nationally recognised 
training entity for learners or improvers, 
or any of the occupations in the wool 
industry. 

Into that abyss stepped the fifth 
approach, private coaching by the likes 
of the well-connected and former New 
Zealand Wool Board instructors, Dean 
Te Huia (Central North Island) and 
Russell Knight (Manawatu), Bill Hale 
(Hawkes Bay) and the likes of Chas 
Tohiariki (Southland) and others on 
private appointments to contractors, 
like respected merino woolhandling 
tutor, Robyn Murray for Peter Lyon 
Shearing Ltd. 

Provincial Growth Fund – WOMOLife

BARROWCLIFFE 
SHEARING

Fancy work in the King Country, 
Nov-Feb and May-July periods? 
Have you got:
• Good work ethic?
• Positive attitude?
• Respect for fellow employees 

and clients?
• Ability to have fun?
• Training available.

Call Mark on 0275 544 433
Member NZSCA and ShearNZ

mjbarrow@xtra.co.nz
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As Te Ako exited the industry, in late 2016 former world 
record holder, Dion Morrell of Alexandra and former world 
champion, Tom Wilson of Gore established their entity, ‘Elite 
Wool Industry Training’.  

Over the past three years, Elite has secured experienced 
former New Zealand Wool Board or Tectra trainers and 
delivered multi-day courses across regional New Zealand.  By 
late 2020 Elite had trained over 850 shearing and woolhandling 
learners. In 2020 Elite partnered up with Merino NZ and VF 
Corporation (the owners of Icebreaker, and one of the world’s 
largest apparel, footwear and accessories companies).  Elite 
were rewarded for their training skill when partnered with 
the twelve ‘VF Scholarship’ recipients for a unique high-
performance programme across the disciplines of fine wool 
shearers, woolhandlers and blade shearing.

It is at this point that Tom Wilson of Elite says regrettably 
that they were open and constructive as to assisting NZSCA 
in preparing that PGF funding application. At those early 
meetings in 2019, Mark Barrowcliffe, Jamie McConachie and 
Mark Robinson represented NZSCA, Dion Morell and Tom 
Wilson were from Elite and Alistair Shennan facilitated that 
meeting.  Elite say they shared a fair bit of market information 
with the NZSCA in order for a funding application bid in excess 
of $1 million to occur.  

Given all this recent past disruption, it was with some 
surprise when an entity with only one known trainer (Carmen 
Smith) nor any track record for wool harvesting training, was 
selected in November 2020 to receive $1.8 million in funding.  
So, we asked those in the system, what happened between 
January and November 2020, and who gave out this contract 
to WOMOLife?

NZSCA had known in December 2019 they had secured the 
$1.8 million taxpayer grant from the Provincial Growth Fund 
(PGF). In July 2020 they applied to the PGF to change the 
tender process. A quick glance into the successful bid on the 
PGF government website shows that the funding application 
was successful by NZSCA on their application signed off in 
early 2020.  

In July 2020 NZSCA set up Kaiaka ITNZ, an entity 
established by NZSCA. Calling on the experience of Dr 
Gabriella Wall, the strategic adviser for the NZSCA and a 
Canterbury based dairy farmer as Chair, Kaiaka Wools was 
formed to facilitate the now multi-party tender.  

At this point, Laura Hancock was known in the southern 
Hawkes Bay as a physiotherapist with many years of 
experience as an educator and movement coach. Shennan, the 
former Primary ITO executive, has a background in media and 
marketing, and they say WOMOLife was established during 
the 2020 Covid lockdown. By then, Shennan and Hancock 
were partially underwritten by rural publishing entrepreneur, 
Dean Williamson, owner of the Farmers Weekly GQ.

In March 2020 at the Golden Shears, Hancock approached 
Pagan Karauria to become a trainer for her organisation. 
Karauria declined, which is not surprising given her father co-
owns Elite.  But it wasn’t until October 2020 that Agricademy, 
owned by Alistair Shennan whom Laura worked for, made a 
public move for the tendered funds. 

Somewhere along the way Kaiaka ITNZ drafted a Request 
for Proposals (RFP), having decided that only a completely 
new model would work. Their tender document states that it 
cannot be ‘… a traditional training approach similar to what 
has been delivered in the past’. Given that the industry only 
employs 3000 people across New Zealand for 28 million sheep, 

and user pays funding by newbies, individuals or employers 
sees only 10% of these undertaking training, how Kaiaka 
expects the industry to develop beyond a traditional approach 
is a mystery.  

The PGF contracts state clearly this funding is for provincial 
training and to some degree, it’s about Maori development.   
With a goal of training from this month (April 2021) and a 
target that must be met of 250 trainees in two years, it seems 
woefully unambitious if all it does is supersede the current 
training market serviced by Elite. If one compares the cost 
of the former Modern Apprenticeship fees for a NZQA-
recognised credential of around $5000 per trainee, the PGF 
investment of $7500 per trainee for not even a micro-credential 
seems overinflated and unjustifiable.

Even if WOMOLife trains its required 250 trainees, having 
two user-pays training companies for such a small industry 
defeats the purpose of the PGF in the first place. Call me old-
fashioned, but it’s tricky to see how Kaiaka and the NZSCA 
have distributed the PGF funding, earmarked for the wool 
harvesting industry, to a start-up company that makes no secret 
of an intention to leapfrog off the shearing industry across into 
general agriculture and forestry. 

Meanwhile the United Kingdom and Australia wool 
harvesting programmes, as recipients of public and market 
funding, consolidate their training approaches on the 
traditional New Zealand model. 

* * * * * *

Above: Otorohanga businessman Dan Hickman (DanzBagz) 
was a proud sponsor at the Aria Shearing Sports on Waitangi 
Day. The company is now operating out of a new building on 
Otorohanga’s Maniapoto Street and they produce a variety 
of  bags including peg bags, dive bags, chiller bags, fishing 
bags and even bags for putting hay bales in! Top woolhandler 
Keryn Herbert recommends the ‘shearers’ bags; that Dan is 
holding in the photo, saying they are proving very popular 
and functional. You can find DanzBagz web site (just Google) 
for your ‘Durable, Affordable, New Zealand Bagz’!
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Medicine, who recognised immediately 
the seriousness of the situation and 
called for an ambulance. 

Reuben suffered two seizures on the 
way to hospital and was placed on life 
support in an induced coma as soon as 
he arrived at A&E, Wellington Hospital. 

Book Review: Saved by a Stroke 
of Luck (By Reuben Williams)
This is not the sort of book you read 
every day. It’s not the sort of book that 
gets written every day, because people 
like Reuben Williams usually don’t 
live to tell their tale. For 20 years a 
Department of Conservation employee, 
and at the time a Wellington-based 
media advisor, Reuben set off from his 
home on Sunday 15 March 2015 to help 
a friend move house. Maybe somewhere 
in the back of his mind was the fact 
that he would be celebrating his 40th 
birthday in just a couple of days’ time. 

Reuben got as far as his vehicle, parked 
by the side of the road, and collapsed.  It 
would be some time before he awoke in 
hospital from a coma to be told he had 
suffered a stroke, medically termed a 
subarachnoid brain haemorrhage (SAH). 

The ‘stroke of luck’ referred to in the 
title alludes to the fact that the person 
who came walking along that street to 
find the stricken Reuben was a Doctor of 

He was on life-support for one week.
Reuben’s book (A5, 74 pages) is a 

serious but entertaining account of his 
six-year journey toward recovery. A close 
friend suggested he was showing his Nga 
Puhi/Ngatiwai warrior spirit in his brave 
and determined search for life as he used 
to know it. He also admits to somehow 
‘surviving’ a two week stint of ‘man’s 
work’ in a woolshed at Omihi, North 
Canterbury (Grizz Wylie country) many 
years ago, an experience that did him no 
harm, facing tough times. 

This book chronicles a search and 
journey that is far from over but Reuben’s 
attitude of mind in facing the challenges 
ahead is truly inspirational. He warns 
about the dangers of trying to do too 
much, too soon, and the setbacks that 
come with it.

‘Life is not without its daily challenges. 
However, I will survive and overcome. I 
will be better than I was before. I know 
that,’ Reuben says.

Kia kaha, Reuben! (Des Williams)

Eventually, I sensed one of the brothers 
ambling over to me. I could tell that they 
were characters before they even spoke – 
they reminded me of a couple of brothers 
I sheared for in Wales.

I braced myself for the hard-sales 
pitch, but to my surprise, he just calmly 
and gently chatted to me about nothing 
in particular really, I forget now, but 
probably just the weather, things 

I was delighted to see in Shearing 
Number 103 (August 2020) that Karam 
& John Haddad Menswear is still going 
strong, and with a big smile it bought 
back memories of my first season in New 
Zealand in 2001.

I’d been on some sort of road trip up 
north with Willy McSkimming and we 
were travelling back to Taumarunui, 
where he’d got me a job with his brother, 
Lane.

As we approached Otorohanga, he 
asked if I’d heard of the legendary 
menswear shop there.

‘No..?’ I replied, inquisitively. These 
two brothers who ran it, he reckoned, 
were such amazing salesmen that no-one 
had ever left the shop without buying 
something; it was impossible. (Probably 
not strictly true, but a legend is a legend 
isn’t it!)

For a young, 21-year-old male, this 
was a red rag to a bull for me of course, 
wasn’t it, a challenge.

‘I’ll do it!,’ I exclaimed, ‘Stop there 
now and I’ll do it.’ I’m not sure, but I 
think I remember a wry smile on Willy’s 
face as if to say, ‘Yeah right.’

So, in I went, shoulders tensed, 
determined; ready for confrontation. I’d 
tell these hard-sell, aggressive salesmen 
right where to stick it. I kept mentally 
rehearsing my pre-prepared line, ‘NO 
THANKS. I’m just browsing.’

happening in the news. After a polite 
chat he said, ‘Well nice to meet you’, 
and turned away.  I couldn’t believe it.  
How easy was that?  As I smugly began 
to turn and leave, with the class of a 
Detective Lieutenant Columbo ‘Just one 
more thing...’ moment, he paused and 
turned back.

‘You’re a pom,’ he stated.
‘Yes . . . well, actually a Welshman,’ 

I replied.
‘What brings you over here then, 

holiday?’ he asked.
‘No, I’m over here to learn to shear,’ I 

told him enthusiastically.
‘I knew it!’ he exclaimed! ‘I was just 

saying to my brother, that you looked 
like a shearer, or a shepherd off a big 
New Zealand station or something...’

‘REALLY?’, I gasped, ‘You really 
think I look like a New Zealand shepherd 
or shearer?’  

I was eating out of his hand from that 
point onwards. 

‘I expect you’ve already got a New 
Zealand shepherd’s hat to take back to 
pommy-land?’, he asked me.

‘Er . . . no,’ I replied.  
He plonked this hat on me, turned 

me to a mirror and looked me up and 
down as if I was the head-shepherd at 
Ngamatea. There’s  no way I was leaving 
without that hat!
(Tom Harding)

The hat that would not take ‘No’ for an answer

Above: Tom Harding, sales-resistant, 
could-be Ngamatea head shepherd.
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Brian Johnson tribute
By David Lawrence
Brian Johnson (‘Johnno’, as he was 
known in the shearing industry) passed 
away peacefully in Perth, West Australia 
on 26 February 2021 aged 81 years.

Perhaps best known as the Sunbeam 
Rural State Manager for Western 
Australia 1983-2002, Brian Norman 
Johnson was born in 1940 at Kellerberrin, 
WA. He was the only son in a family of 
five siblings. As a young child his family 
lived in Australind before moving to the 
family dairy farm at Bridgetown. 

Brian’s mother passed away a few 
days before his 12th birthday and he 
was placed into a boys’ home run by the 
Salvation Army. He hated being there 
and at the age of 13 he ran away from 
the home and commenced working on 
a farm. He was picking mallee stumps, 
loading them onto a horse drawn cart, 
working six days a week. On his day off 
he would ride his push bike 12 miles (20 
kms) along a gravel road to play cricket.

In his early days he worked on a 
farm near Northam, then at the age 17 
he took a position aboard the whale 
chaser Haeremia Star operating out of 
Carnarvon. He worked five months of 
the year over the next three years. He 
was often seasick, but the money was 
good, so he stayed on. In the whaling 
off-season he worked on crayfishing 
boats operating closer to Perth.

Brian learnt to shear at the Robbs Jetty 
abattoirs near Fremantle before joining a 
team close to Perth. After his marriage to 
Kathleen in 1960 they settled at Meenar 
for a while before travelling and living 
in a caravan for a few years. He worked 
as a shearer at places such as Esperance 
and eventually settled at Buntine. He 
became a shearing contractor whilst at 
Buntine, running four teams along with 
share farming. Brian and Kathleen had 
three daughters.

After a terrible fall from a truck, 
Brian was required to undergo a major 
shoulder operation which put an end to 
his shearing career. He moved to Perth 
in 1977 where he a took up a position 
with Sunbeam Rural as a territory sales 
representative, selling shearing and 
farming equipment. 

Three years later (1980) he was 
appointed as Western Australia State 
Sales Manager for Sunbeam, a mighty 
achievement for someone who left 
school at the age of 13.

Brian was highly regarded throughout 
the shearing industry for his knowledge 
and understanding of the industry and if 
there was ever anyone that could sell ice 
to Eskimos, Brian was that person. He 
was a person who expected staff to not 
only perform but to present themselves 
at a high standard to their clients. It was 
common to hear Brian say, ‘Keep the cars 
clean, make sure you have a notebook and 
pen in your pocket and wear a tie.’

The Sunbeam Sabre cutter was 
taken up by Brian – these cutters were 
manufactured thinner than the Gems 
and many thousands were sent to WA 
for Brian to sell, which he did, overnight. 
He was instrumental in the production of 
the Johnno drives used in the short tubes 
of down tubes. His sales achievements 
took him to many countries, touring 
machinery factories.

Brian was dedicated to competition 
shearing in WA and could be found at 
all the competitions throughout the state. 
He instigated the ‘Sunbeam Champion 
of Champions’ event in 1983, with the 
inaugural winner being New Zealander 
Joe Te Kapa. The Wanneroo show was 
set up and run by Brian. This show was 
held in the suburbs of Perth. He quite 
often would be seen attending a shearing 
demonstration somewhere around the 
city area to promote the industry. 

As Sunbeam state manager he provided 
sponsorship to all these competitions 

along with providing the funding 
for an intermediate shearer to travel 
overseas to compete. Brian attended 
Masterton Golden Shears as WA team 
manager (shearers Paul Wheeler and Bill 
Moorehead ) in 1991. After 22 years with 
Sunbeam he semi-retired, working part 
time for a machinery dealer.

On settling in Woodvale, Brian met 
Wilma and they were married in 1985, 
he gained three stepchildren, he was 
devoted to his children, grandchildren 
and great grandchildren.

Brian was a keen fisher and was an 
active member of the Mandurah Fishing 
Club and the Mandurah Offshore Fishing 
and Sailing Club where he held many 
positions as Fishing Master, Vice-
Commodore and Commodore. 

Both Brian and Wilma loved to travel, 
and they could be found somewhere 
around Australia on tour in their caravan. 
Brian was an avid fan of Slim Dusty 

In 2009 Brian suffered a severe stroke 
that left him paralysed on his right side. 
His hard work ethics saw him overcome 
some of the hardship, managing to walk 
aided. He then suffered another major 
stroke that he was unable to overcome.

I will always remember Brian at the 
helm of Sunbeam, ready to assist anyone 
in the industry. On competition day he 
was always ready to help out.

Deepest sympathy to Wilma and 
Families. RIP Brian Norman Johnson.

Above: Brian Johnson (centre) presenting the winner’s trophy at the 1984 Perth 
Royal Show. From left: Brian Beresford, David Lawrence (winner), Brian Johnson, 
John Lawrence and Loch Hammersly. (David Lawrence photo collection.)
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Malcolm O’Dwyer: sharing history
By Des Williams
With three iconic sheep stations – 
Maraekakaho, Raukawa and Gwavas 
– in close proximity to where he has 
spent most of his life, Malcolm O’Dwyer 
is acutely aware of the history that 
surrounds him. Twenty kilometres up 
the road, Maraekakaho Station, in the 
1880s was shearing between 70,000 
and 80,000 sheep, with up to 28 men on 
the board. The great Raihania Rimitiriu 
shore his 300-plus tallies at nearby 
Raukawa and Gwavas in the early 1900s.

Malcolm’s property borders Gwavas, 
just north of Tikokino on State Highway 
50. His grandparents, Denis and Sarah 
O’Dwyer and their family of eight came 
to the district from Taumarunui in the 
late 1930s. ‘This farm was one of three 
“900-acre paddocks” from Gwavas 
[established 1858] put up for sale when 
the owners had to find money to pay 
estate duties. My grandfather decided on 
buying the ‘middle paddock’, realising 
that the land here in Hawkes Bay was 
much better to farm than where he was 
in the southern King Country – there 
were less parasites and flystrike to start 
with. My grandfather was a very astute 
man, he never smoked or drank alcohol.

‘But no sooner had the family settled 
here and started farming what was 
mainly a scrub-covered property, than 
the Second World War came along. The 
three oldest boys, Denis (Jnr) Owen and 
Frank (my father) went off to war while 
Denis and the two younger ones, Chris 
and John, who were too young to serve, 
stayed behind to run the farm. The three 
girls, Pat, Ida and Dorothy, were also at 
home during the war years.

‘Denis (Jnr) and my father both served 
in the infantry while Owen became a 
bomber pilot and dropped some bombs 
on Berlin! Dad drove ammunition trucks 
but despite those hazardous war-time 
occupations they all eventually returned 
home safely.

‘When the boys returned from active 
service my grandfather went out and 
worked as a builder, leaving the boys 
to run the farm. Together they quickly 
got the place up to speed with the aid of 
fertilizer, and then the wool boom during 
the Korean War occurred and they were 
able to pay off the farm and operate debt-
free. (A neighbouring block of 300 acres 
was added to the original 900-acre farm 
many years ago.)

‘My father was also a very astute 
farmer, he quickly built up his capital 
assets and the farm itself was placed 
second in the first ‘Farm of the Year’ 
contest. One of the things they did was 
cross the ‘dozy’ low-fertility Romney 
sheep with Border Leicester and the 
lambing percentage immediately went 
through the roof and they never looked 
back from there.

‘I grew up in the middle of all this 
and at shearing time my brothers Sean, 
Richard, Philip and I would be in the 
shed, always five o’clock starts, helping 
the presser and rousieing. I remember 
one time we pressed the wool while 
the real presser sat out on the landing, 
reading comics! We had Tom Wainohu 
and his family gang from Bridge Pa 
working here back then and they were 
close family friends.

‘About that time, I began to like the 
idea of becoming a shearer because 
there was good money to be made, but 
I worked for my father on the farm for 
the first year after leaving school. But 
I bought myself a handpiece and had 
some gear put aside in a staple box and 
I went off to a Wool Board shearing 
course at Palmerston North for two 

weeks. Garry Briggs was the instructor 
and I learned how to shear properly. The 
following year (1976), after the gang had 
finished our sheep they were all going 
down south to shear so I decided to go 
with them. At 18-years-of-age I ended 
up at Ashburton, working for Howard 
Needham. 

‘When I returned from Ashburton, 
I began working for Rangi Sullivan at 
Hastings and I stayed with him for five 
years. In the off-season when we weren’t 
shearing we would go out fencing so I 
developed useful skills in that regard. I 
remember Steve Morrell (Dion’s father) 
came to work for Rangi one year. He 
was a very hard-working man and a 
beautiful shearer. If he ran out of work 
in the sheds he would go off and find 
work to do in the orchards. In those early 
years I also spent time working for John 
Lawton down in Southland, and for Ian 
Weeds (Eru’s father) father at Ohai and 
I did about five years with the late Don 
Davies at Cheviot. 

Above: Malcolm O’Dwyer in the home 
woolshed where he shore the first of his 
more than a million sheep 47 years ago. 
The Cooper-Stewart machine has been 
there since 1953 and is maintained in 
excellent condition. There are newer, 
Sunbeam and Evo plants on other stands!

Are you a good Bugger? Want 
to work with great people? In 
a team with a great culture?

Drug Testing, Employment 
Agreements, Excellent 

Accommodation, Great rates!

Employing Staff for 
Mainshear now!

Phone Shane
03 322 8462 or 027 222 0770
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‘In the meantime, I was always helping at home to shear 
our own sheep. Then one day another shearer decided he was 
going to try and do 400, but he began cutting them to blazes 
and wearing himself out and I could see that Dad was not very 
pleased with his performance. At the last count out he came 
back into the shed and told me my tally – “Eighty-one! One 
more than that butcher beside you!” 

‘After that, Dad got me and my brothers to shear all the 
sheep on our farm! But I was never interested in doing tallies 
– I was always pleased to do 300 on ewes and yes, I could do 
400 often enough but that is always a very tough day in the 
shed. During the 1980s I was shearing 15,000 sheep in this 
shed – 4000 ewes shorn twice, plus we shore all our lambs 
twice. One year I counted up that I’d spent 70 days working 
in this woolshed. I always worked from 7.00am to 5.00pm and 
my aim always was to do a good job and to make sure my gear 
was in top condition. 

I love doing up combs and having my gear cut beautifully. 
All that because of one rough shearer. But it’s still like that in 
some places – one rough shearer in a gang can lose the shed 
for his contractor if the farmer is not happy with it.

‘One day about 30 years ago John Wall from Barry Baker’s 
gang at Onga Onga asked me if I could come out and do a 
couple of days work for him, shearing Butler’s rams. Barry 
had also just taken over shearing at Gwavas about that time. 
I’ve been working for Barry (and his son, when he took over) 
ever since and as the ‘couple of days’ turned into 30 years I’m 
their longest-serving shearer. Barry has always been great to 
work for. Now I just go out in the summer time as a ganger, 
giving the youngsters a rark up if needed!

‘One thing I have never done is go to Golden Shears because 
I was always reluctant to give up my stand and head off to 
a show. I wanted to be regarded as a reliable worker for the 
contractor. But I did do some competition shearing at the 
Hawkes Bay Show and some Young Farmers competitions, 
starting as a junior and working my way up through 
intermediate and senior, and eventually to the open grade. 

‘I recall one time finishing my heat in an intermediate 
competition and I looked out into the audience and there was 
my father, with several of his farming friends, sitting in the 
front row. That was just so encouraging for me, knowing they 
were keenly supporting what I was doing. It was a magic 
moment and one I’ve never forgotten. 

‘I also remember going to an intermediate competition in 
Southland when I was working for John Lawton. I came off 
the board and two judges were looking at the second cuts 
counter. ‘What’s the matter?’ I asked. There was nothing on 
it, they said, it hadn’t been clicked. No second cuts! So that 

Above: Rambo Elpinko, newly-shorn testimony to Malcolm 
O’Dwyer’s quality standards. Below: Just a few of the 
100,000 trees planted on the O’Dwyer property.

“It’s five o’clock somewhere ...”

was satisfying too and the quality standard I always strived 
for, in the sheds as well.

‘And now, here we are, 47 years after starting out in this 
shed as a teen-ager I’m still shearing. I’ve shorn well over a 
million sheep and crutched a million as well in that time. I’m 
pretty sure I’ll get to complete 50 years, but I doubt that I will 
go much beyond that!’

And apart from shearing more than a million sheep, Malcom 
has also found time to plant some 100,000 trees on his property, 
displaying a keen interest in conservation and improving the 
home environment. His plantings are for riparian protection 
as well as for landscape enhancement.

Malcolm and his wife Rohan have two sons, Lionel (32) 
an engineeer and Callum (26), a snowboarding instructor. 
Neither became shearers though both were excellent pressers 
as youngsters, by Malcolm’s assessment. 
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Owen ‘Jerry’ Hāpuku was born 10 March 1941 to parents 
Mere Toko Pakai and Arapata Ngaruhe Hapuku.  He recently 
celebrated his 80th birthday with friends and whānau at 
Kahurānaki Marae, Te Hauke.  There were many accolades 
given but the life of shearing was prominent kōrero that day.
Jerry’s son, Sarfraz Hapuku took the opportunity to ask a 
few questions.

How old were you when you started shearing?
I was 14 years of age when my uncle Reid Turi asked me if I 
could shear and, not wanting to let him know I couldn’t, I said, 
‘Yes.  So, that was the start of my shearing.  My uncle took 
me to Kuti Tahou of Omahu. I shore 50 sheep at Tikokino on 
my first day and then I ‘died in the hole’ with 99 and that day 
I was told by the other shearers it was my shout. I left Kuti 
Tahou at the age of 17.

Who were you working for?
My dad worked on the railways and my mum a rousie.  It was 
her that decided I was going to work in the sheds to pay for my 
own shoes, school gear etc.  My mum’s brother-in-law, Uncle 
Bill Munro showed me the ropes as a ‘Sheep-O’ and Presser’ 
and it was then I decided I wanted to be a real shearer.  

I went all over the place. I went down to the South Island, 
went to Australia, went all over Hawke’s Bay. I know all the 
sheds that I see on Country Calendar, like Erewhon, and all 
those Taihape sheds – Ngamatea, Te Mahanga, Gwavas. And 
all those big sheds way back at Mangatapiri and all those ones 
out at Elsthorpe – all those sheds, I knew them all. Because 
we went there and shore down Farm Road, Giblin others and 
Charlie Anderson – all these old fellas that came back from the 
War, they were all war veterans. And sadly when I look at the 
death notices I see a lot of old farmers’ names slipping away.

What has been your greatest feat as a shearer?
Uncle Tutuira Waretini would say to me, ‘If the going gets 
tough, then the tough get going’ and because of him I have  
good strong work ethics. I shore six hundred and thirty-six up 
at Dennis Beamish’s, up at Whanawhana Station. That was my 
best tally. There were six of us – we all shore over five hundred. 
We put up a record and I did the highest tally on that day. We 
put out over three thousand nine hundred I think, for the day. 

There was a gang down at Porangahau, they had put up a 
record for six-man shearing at Mangaorapa Station, and six of 
them put three thousand six hundred or something, and their 
top man did five hundred and something. And so the boss came 
over – Tutu came over and said, ‘You fellas see that record 
down there?’ You know, we go, ‘What record?’ 

‘Oh, there’s a gang down at Porangahau and they put up three 
thousand six hundred-odd sheep.’ And I saw him talking to 
Dennis Beamish, and Dennis … I saw him nodding and all 
of that. And so Dennis kept pushing all the sheep in the shed. 
‘Oh, this guy, he wants to have a go at the record too – he 
wants to take it off his friend down at Mangaorapa Station’.

Anyway, we started at five o’clock that morning. And I knew 
I could do a good tally after the first run – I did a hundred and 
twenty-something for the first run, and from then on it just 
progressed. And the next man behind me was a man called 
Herbie Morrell – he did six hundred, and the next man was 

a man called Mike Ramaka – he did five hundred, Robbie 
Solomon, Robert Waikato, Jerry Waikato – yeah, I think that 
was it – yeah. Those were the shearers I remember to this day 
who they are.

I remember shearing with Joe Ferguson, Joe Te Kapa, Colin 
Boshier, Eddie Reidy and Snow Quinn from the Golden Shears 
in Invercargill. Shearing took me and family up and down this 
wonderful country.

And you did some shearing in Australia?
In the 1980s, during New Zealand’s off season, we would be 
contracted out to the Australia shearing circuit.  The gang was 
my brother Toko, brother-in-law Tom Hemara, cousins Doug 
Waerea Snr and Doug Waerea Jnr, Lance Waerea, Patrick 
‘Boof’ Hapuku, Willie Watene, Bunny Hira and an Aboriginal 
guy named Frank. 

We shore in St. George on the border of New South Wales 
and Queensland. This was the time when New Zealand shearer 
Ozzie Carrington brought his wide gear and so we were caught 
up with the ‘narrow gear vs wide gear’ controversy. There were 
some bad times – one day a plane flew above our station and 
starting shooting at us. We would call the narrow gear ‘Tonka 
toys’. But I didn’t mind using the narrow gear, and didn’t really 
understand what the fuss was all about.

Something funny about that time was, when I left to go to 
Australia, I had seven children and when I came back I had an 
eighth child.  I was always getting teased for that!  

When did you stop working in the sheds?
I retired from shearning at 65 when I recieved my ‘gold card’.  
My goal was to continue shearing right up to 70.  Unfortunately 

Jerry Hapuku reflects ...

       Above: Jerry (left) and Sarfraz Hapuku – 80th birthday chat.
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the body and my wife had other ideas. I left shearing full-time 
and became the driver for our Kohanga Reo, Turi Pai Whenua.  
I have been in Kohanga Reo for 30 years+.  I do occasionally 
shear the odd sheep or two when need be. Just recently my 
grandson’s two sheep needed shearing, it took me half the 
day to shear them. Shearing is part of my life, a life I have 
loved and loathed it but would never change it for the world.  
I never looked back.  That’s what I did right though my whole 
life until I retired.

You have taken part in the Iron Māori competition?
Through shearing and understanding how physically and 
demanding a job it is, it kept me strong and fairly fit. With this 
in mind, I took up the challenge of competing in Iron Māori 
and have done so four times. My goal was to inspire my kids, 
my family and friends and to let people know – I’m not done 
yet!  This has been one of my many great feats in my golden 
years of life.  

And your role as Kaumatua?
I have a great life! I met my wife Paremanwhiri (Rupapere) 
Hapuku in the shearing sheds when she was a rousie. I poked 
her in the bum with my handpiece. She got the thrill of her 
life and she got me too.  

I keep busy as kaumatua for many Hawkes Bay primary and 
high schools, Hastings District Council,  I am a Hawkes Bay 
Regional Prison kaumatua advisor and I am a member of the 
Kingitanga Kauhanganui.

I hold a MNZM for service to Māori;  I am a father of eight, 
a grandfather of 23 and a great grandfather to 14 beautiful 
mokopuna tuarua (yes, they keep me really busy).

My aspiration is for my children, grandchildren and great 
grandchildren is to be good people, to serve mankind with a 
full heart and to pray and live upright before the Lord. If you 
train up children in the way they should go, and when they 
are old they will not depart from it.

Mā te Atua koutou e manaaki i roto i o tātau.

Top: Jerry Hapuku shearing in his prime. Above:Tools of the 
trade – Jerry holding a Wolseley handpiece from 60 years ago.

If you want to settle down with good conditions and 
steady work, shearing or woolhandling, you could 
find a place in the Paewai Mullins team.  We work 
for some great people and we have some great people 
working for us.  There is always room for one more.

Phone: 06 374 4062 / Aria: 022 374 4062 
PO Box 129, Dannevirke 4942.

Email: office@paewaimullins.co.nz
Website: www.paewaimullins.co.nz
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New Zealand Shearing and Woolhandling 
Championships, Te Kuiti, 8-10 April 2021

Shearing:
Pratt Motorcycles/Lister/FMG New Zealand Shears Open (20 
sheep): Rowland Smith, Maraekakaho, 55.319 1; John Kirkpatrick, 
Pakipaki, 55.887 2; David Buick, Pongaroa, 56.36 3; Hemi 
Braddick, Eketahuna, 57.765 4; Brett Roberts, Mataura, 60.218 5; 
Mark Grainger, Te Kuiti, 60.229 6.
Lister/Lamb Bain Laubscher New Zealand Shears Circuit (15 sheep 
– 5 merino, 5 second-shear, 5 lambs): Leon Samuels, Roxburgh, 
67.073 1; John Kirkpatrick, 67.659 2; Paerata Abraham, Masterton, 
67.976 3; Nathan Stratford, Invercargill, 69.541 4; David Buick, 
70.201 5; Rowland Smith, 71.812 6.
PGG Wrightson North Island Shearer of the Year: David Buick, 
53.18 1; John Kirkpatrick, 54.02 2; Rowland Smith, 55.40 3; Hemi 
Braddick, 58.56 4; Mark Grainger, 59.34 5; Leon Samuels, 60.97 5.
National All-Breeds Circuit (16 sheep – 4 merino, 4 longwool, 
4 second-shear, 4 lambs): Leon Samuels, 65.465 1; Troy Pyper, 
Cheviot, 66.599 2; John Kirkpatrick, 70.479 3; Axle Reid, Taihape, 
71.885 4; Nathan Stratford, 72.115 5; Ringakaha Paewai, Gore, 
75.865 6. (Staged on behalf of Golden Shears.)
Farmlands New Zealand Shears Open Plate (10 sheep): Leon 
Samuels, 38.367 1; Nathan Stratford, 38.665 2; Paerata Abraham, 
39.412 2; Troy Pyper, 41.765 4; Toa Henderson, Kaiwaka, 43.00 5; 
Jack Fagan, Te Kuiti, 44.292 6. 
Acto Agriculture New Zealand Shears Open Challenger (10 sheep, 
shearers who have not won an Open final): Ethan Pankhurst, 
Masterton, 39.773 1; Lionel Taumata, Gore, 40.909 2; Simon Goss, 
Mangamahu, 41.921 3; Ricci Stevens, Napier, 42.302 4; Llion Jones, 
Te Kuiti, 43.223 5; Darren Alexander, Hastings, 43.474 6. 
Ballance Super Air New Zealand Shears Senior (12 sheep): Paora 
Moanaroa, Eketahuna, 45.548 1; Reuben Alabaster, Taihape, 
46.263 2; Chris Dickson, Masterton, 46.32 3; Tama Nahona, 
Kaiwaka, 49.306 4; Ruka Braddick, 49.901 5; Gethin Lewis, 
Wales, 51.794 6. 
TK Natural New Zealand Intermediate: Joseph Gordon, Masterton, 
39.515 1; Aled Evans, Wales, 43.020 2; Gabriel Winders, Winton, 
43.902 3; John Cherrington, Ngaruawahia, 45.033 4; Topia 
Barrowcliffe, 46.247 5; Ben Forrester, Canterbury, 50.603 6.
Farmers Weekly New Zealand Junior: Reuben King, Canterbury, 
36.733 1; Keahrey Manson, Piopio, 39.968 2; Henry Stewart, 
Feilding, 41.371 3; Timo Hicks, Canterbury, 41.651 4; Hamu 
Henderson, Kaiwaka, 42.349 5; Rob Evans, Waipukurau, 42.910 6.

New Zealand Novice: (2 sheep): Sean Fagan, Te Kuiti, 30.505 1; 
Tessa Burger, Ahuroa, 31.274 2; Harry Smith, Tikokino, 32.144 
3; Cameron Artz, Raetihi, 35.425 4; Logan Blackburn, Tikokino, 
36.724 5; Casey Fergus, Cambridge, 44.047 6.  
Palamountains New Zealand Women’s Open: Catherine Mullooly, 
Matawai, 35.07 1; Laura Bradley, Woodville, 37.08 2; Pagan Karauria, 
Alexandra, 38.82 3; Ingrid Smith, Maraekakaho, 39.36 4; Emily Te 
Kapa, Scotland, 41.01 5; Peggy Sue Tohengaroa, Aria, 47.77 6.
New Zealand Shears Intermediate/Junior Development Teams 
Challenge: Canterbury Black (Chase Rattray, Reuben King) 36.359 
1; NZ Shears One (Matthew Smith, Keahrey Manson) 36.884 2; 
NZ Shears 2 (Topia Barrowcliffe, Maureen Chaffey) 37.308 3; 
Canterbury Red (Ben Forrester, Timo Hicks) 38.649 4.
Palamountains NZ open speedshear: Jack Fagan 1; Paerata 
Abraham 2; Jimmy Samuels 3. Lister NZ Senior speedshear: 
Reuben Alabaster 1; Paora  Moanaroa 2, Chris Dickson 3.
Woolhandling:
CP Wool New Zealand Shears Open (6 second-sheer sheep): Pagan 
Karauria, Alexandra, 54.78 1; Joel Henare, Gisborne, 67.37 2; 
Brittany Tibble, Gisborne, 74.53 3; Monica Potae, Kennedy Bay, 
78.53 4; Angela Stevens, Napier, 93.22 5.
CP Wool/DM Jewellery New Zealand Shears Senior: Azuredee 
Paku, Masterton, 50.2 1; Lucas Broughton-Seimonek, Gisborne, 
62.0 2; Summer Pritchard, Pongaroa,  65.4 3; Vinniye Phillips, 
Taumarunui, 67.44 4; Jasmin Tipoki, Napier, 71.75 5.
Farmers Weekly New Zealand Shears Junior: Rahera Kerr, 
Hauturu, 52.28 1; Renee Tarrant, Taumarunui, 60.78 2; Amy Bell, 
Weber, 61.75 3; Emma Kendrick, Feilding, 62.938 4; Tia Manson, 
Piopio, 84.07 5.
North Island Open Circuit: Keryn Herbert, Te Kuiti, 107.43 1; Ricci 
Stevens, Napier, 144.49 2; Angela Stevens, 144.63 3; Samantha 
Gordon, Masterton, 150.1 4.
North Island Senior Circuit: Jasmin Tipoki 1; Azuredee Paku 2; 
Te Anna Phillips, Taumarunui, 3; Vinniye Phillips, Taumarunui 4.
North Island Junior Circuit: Te Whetu Brown, Wairoa, 1; Rahera 
Kerr 2; Shontaye Walker, Feilding, 3; Amy Bell 4.
Shearing and Woolhandling:
Lister Inter-Island teams Challenge: South Island (Leon Samuels, 
Brett Roberts, Nathan Stratford, Monica Potae, Pagan Karauria, 
Joel Henare) 219.7 1; North Island (Rowland Smith, John 
Kirkpatrick, David Buick, Sheree Alabaster, Keryn Herbert, Anita 
Phillips) 238.9 2.

Star performers at the New Zealand championships: Opposite, 
Leon Samuels, winner of two multi-breeds circuit finals and 
the open plate. Above: Hemi Braddick, finalist in both the New 
Zealand open and North Island Shearer of the Year.
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Above: Finalists in the Acto-Agriculture-sponsored open 
challenger final at the New Zealand championships – an event 
for up-and-comers who have not yet won an open final. Back 
row left: Ricci Stevens, Llion Jones and Darren Alexander. 
Front left: Russell Knight (Acto Agriculture), Ethan Pankhurst, 
Lionel Taumata and Simon Goss. Below: Three wise heads 
of woolhandling –  Hine Thompson, Gail Haitana and Linda 
Tarrant, adding up the penalty points.

Above: Mereana Hepi (left) and her niece, Rongomai Hepi 
were contestants in the open and junior woolhandling, 
respectively, at the New Zealand championships. The pair 
here ‘model’ the Sir Colin Meads souvenir tee-shirts which 
were provided by the committee – outstanding ‘brainchild’ 
of committee member Jeremy Earl. Had nothing to do with 
Jeremy’s surname and the Pinetree’s middle name being a 
perfect match, we presume. 

Above: Bill and June Gaskill (with Lance Waddell, right) from 
Opotiki were the 2021 recipients of the Waddell Shield, which 
is presented annually at the New Zealand championships 
to acknowledge outstanding service to shearing sports. 
Their service has been continuous since 1974  – Bill, as 
judge and examiner, and June as points recorder and other 
administrative roles in the Shearing Sports New Zealand 
Eastern Region.

Above: North Island Shearer of the Year finalists, from left: 
Ian Hopkirk (PGG Wrightson), Hemi Braddick (4th), David 
Buick (1st), Mark Grainger (5th), John Kirkpatrick (2nd), Leon 
Samuels (6th) and Rowland Smith (3rd).

Above: National Multi-breeds circuit finalists, Back left: 
Warren White (Waimate Shearing, sponsor); Leon Samuels 
(1st), Axle Reid (4th), Nathan Stratford (5th). Front left: Troy 
Pyper (2nd), John Kirkpatrick (3rd) and Ringakaha Paewai  
(6th). (Event staged on behalf of the cancelled Golden Shears.)
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When Bing met the Duke
The recent death of HRH The Duke of Edinburgh seems an 
appropriate time to recall his encounters with New Zealand 
shearers. Brothers Godfrey and Ivan Bowen gave several 
‘Royal Command’ performances, including the occasion 
(photo opposite, from Wool Away) at Napier in 1953. 

Former Golden Shears champion (1962, 1966) Bing 
Macdonald met the Duke on two occasions. The first was 
at the ‘Fraser Park Golden Shears’ in 1963, an event staged 
because the Royal couple, touring New Zealand at the time, 
could not attend at Masterton that year. The second was at 
Bath & West in 1966, when Bing was in England as part of 
the prize for winning the Golden Shears open. 

‘The Queen and Duke were there to see a couple of sheep 
shorn. The Queen carried on after that to watch a horse show, 
but the Duke stayed behind to have a yarn with us and all 
the English boys, who were actually competing at their own 
Golden Shears. They didn’t have the training and experience 
they’ve got now, and were taking five or six minutes to shear 
a sheep. I was doing them in about a minute – mind you, they 
were nice sheep – trimmed up a bit around the crutch. 

‘The Duke said to one of the English boys – “And how long 
does it take you to shear a sheep?” “Oh, about six minutes.”

“And a lot of blood and guts, is there?”
‘He’s a very open guy, the Duke of Edinburgh!’

(From Last Side to Glory, Hazard Press, 1991.)

Champion Island Victorious 
South Island team captain Monica Potae 
delivered perhaps the most animated 
victory speech in the history of shearing 
sports competitions when her team was 
announced winner of the annual inter-
island challenge at Te Kuiti last weekend. 

Having quietly expressed some 
confidence in the outcome the previous 
day when South Island team members 
filled the three top spots in the open 
woolhandling qualifying round, Monica 
left the large audience in no doubt that 
the thirteen years wait since their last 
victory was all forgotten! 

And that non-parochial commentator 
Norm Harraway (from Rakaia and 
soon to be Mossburn) thereafter felt 
compelled to call anything and everyone 
from south of Cook Strait as being from 
the ‘Champion Island’.

Opposite above: The South Island 
team, from left: Monica Potae, Pagan 
Karauria, Joel Henare, Leon Samuels, 
Brett Roberts and Nathan Stratford. 

Opposite below: the first women’s 
event staged as part of the New Zealand 
championships programme resulted in 
a win to the well-performed Catherine 
Mullooly of Matawai, who was one 
of the ‘stars’ in the She Shears movie 
a couple of years ago. Finalists from 
left: Corrie Palamountain (sponsor), 
Catherine Mullooly, Laura Bradley, 
Pagan Karauria, Ingrid Smith, Emily Te 
Kapa, Peggy Sue Tohengaroa.

And the commentator’s quote for the 
weekend? ‘All the competitors in this 
heat are shearing extremely well – the 
wool is coming off and the skin is staying 
on.’ (Tuma Mullins)


